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Your GifT is iMPorTanT To us.
The university of arkansas at little rock thanks all those who have given 
so generously in support of its students, faculty, programs, and facilities. 
every gift, no matter the size, is important to the university’s success and 
ability to maintain the highest standards of excellence.

although every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and 
completeness of the Honor roll of Donors, we acknowledge that errors 
may have occurred.  if your name has been listed incorrectly or does not 
appear, please contact us.

The 2008 Honor roll of Donors includes the names of donors whose gifts 
were received by ualr between January 1, 2008 and December �1, 2008. 
Gifts received during the 2009 calendar year will be recognized in next 
year’s Honor roll of Donors.

University of ArkAnsAs At LittLe rock
office of DeveLopment

2801 s. University AvenUe 
LittLe rock, Ar 72204

(501) 569-3194  •  UALr.eDU/DeveLopment
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MessaGe froM THe cHancellor

a university preserves the accumulated knowledge of preceding centuries and transmits the 
wisdom of the age to present-day students.  it also adds to that legacy year after year through 
the instruction and research by the faculty.

ualr plays the historic roles expected of a university and has a record of producing  
excellent graduates and innovative research.  There is ample reason to be proud of our 
institutional credentials.

•  our academic programs are accredited across the board.
• our faculty hold degrees from the finest graduate schools across the nation including 

MiT, Harvard, Michigan, Princeton, stanford, and Yale, just to name a few.
• our students are wonderfully diverse and hard-working, and they demonstrate an 

expanded understanding of our complex world. 
• More students from the arkansas school for Mathematics, sciences, and the arts enrolled 

in ualr this year to pursue our degrees than any other institution in the state  
or nation.

•  Twelve of the 16 ualr athletic teams were recognized for all-american academic honors 
by their respective coaches association.

at ualr, we seek to meet today’s challenges by educating students—both recent high 
school graduates and adults of all ages—for professions and occupations that will fuel the 
state’s cultural and economic development.  The university also has shown a willingness 
to tackle tough community and state issues, such as race, Pulaski county jail funding, and 
neighborhood revitalization.

This institution was established decades ago to make a difference, and it seeks to meet 
the academic and financial needs of students.  a university degree will make an enormous 
difference to our students, their families, and their communities.  seven out of ten ualr 
students receive some form of financial aid.  i am grateful to the many alumni, faculty, staff, 
and friends whose contributions help to provide an affordable, high-quality educational 
experience for ualr students.

i want to pay special tribute to the ualr campus campaign.  our campus campaign boasts 52 
percent participation from our faculty and staff, which more than doubles the national average 
and is the envy of presidents and chancellors all over the country.

ualr is becoming the powerhouse university that arkansas needs in the capital city.  Thank 
you for your investment in our students and in the university’s continued success.

sincerely yours,

   chancellor
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*Deceased*Deceased

George W. Donaghey Society

This society recognizes cumulative giving of 
$1,000,000 or more and is named in honor 
of Governor and Mrs. George W. Donaghey, 
whose Foundation, through generous grant 
funds, has made a critical difference in the 
growth of UALR, including the development 
and support of the Donaghey Scholars 
Program and the Donaghey College of 
Engineering and Information Technology.

alltel corporation
anonymous Donors
ben J. altheimer charitable foundation
connie and bill bowen
charles and Joan Taylor foundation
Donald W. reynolds foundation
entergy arkansas
estate of Marian l. Williams
George W. Donaghey foundation
brownie and calvin ledbetter
Marie Wilson Howells Trust
ottenheimer brothers foundation
*Jackson T. stephens
Trinity foundation
Willard and Pat Walker charitable 

foundation
Windgate charitable foundation, inc.
Winthrop rockefeller foundation

Raymond Rebsamen Society

This society recognizes cumulative giving 
of $500,000 to $999,999 and is named for 
Raymond Rebsamen, who gave the land 
on which UALR now stands.  On August 29, 
2008, family members and university officials 
gathered to witness the unveiling of new signs 
officially designating the main UALR campus 
the Raymond Rebsamen campus.  In addition, 
a monument to Mr. Rebsamen and his 
generosity stands between the Administration 
Building and Ross Hall.  

anonymous Donors
arkansas state Department of Higher 

education
baum charitable foundation
*nadine and *charles baum
Delta beverage Group, inc.
Duke enterprises
fifty for the future
beth ‘41 and *Herschel friday ‘41
Gene V. campbell revocable Trust
Gibson-Duncan education Trust
Mary and *bill Good
stella boyle smith charitable Trust
sturgis charitable and education Trust, 

Dallas
sturgis charitable and education Trust, 

little rock
bill Wiggins

Ottenheimer Brothers Society 

This society recognizes cumulative giving 
of $250,000 to $499,999 and is named for 
brothers Gus and Leonard Ottenheimer, 
who were instrumental in providing advice 
and expertise during UALR’s growth.  The 
Ottenheimer Foundation has provided 
substantial gifts important to the continued 
development of the University, including a 
considerable grant that increased the library 
holdings and allowed significant changes in 
library technology on campus.

alcoa foundation
anonymous Donors
arkansas Department of finance and 

administration
arkansas scottish rite foundation
arkansas state chamber of commerce
aT&T
*Virginia and Ted bailey
bank of america
centerPoint energy arkla
contractors licensing board

estate of Joseph Perry Kaufman
Heinz family foundation
J.D. Walthour Trust
Jewel Minnis Trust
Primavera
regions bank
schueck family foundation
st. Vincent Health system
stephens inc.
Delores and Jack Wheeler
*beverly and *frank Whitbeck

Carey V. Stabler Society

This society recognizes cumulative giving of 
$100,000 to $249,999 and is named for Carey 
V. Stabler, the President of Little Rock Junior 
College from 1956 to 1957, President of Little Rock 
University from 1957 to 1969, and Chancellor of 
UALR from 1969 to 1972.

�M foundation
acxiom corporation
aluminum company of america
anonymous Donors
arkansas Democrat-Gazette, inc.
arkansas real estate foundation, inc.
aT&T corporation
aT&T foundation
*Harper boyd
*anna butler
*Gertie and *Dick butler ‘29, ‘��
betta carney
cDi contractors, inc.
city Trust
Margaret clark ‘67
Peggy ‘72 and Haskell Dickinson ‘70
Digital equipment corporation
Dillard’s, inc.
beth and Paul eaton
carol and byron eiseman
susan and John elliott ‘67
estate of Dr. Gene campbell
estate of Mozelle M. nelson

Derek fisher
Jo ellen and Joe ford
freshour construction company, inc.
*cairdenia and James fribourgh
fTn associates, ltd.
*Mary and *David Gaiser
Diane Gilleland
sandra robertson ‘95 and bill Greenwood
syble and Harold Gwatney
linda and rush Harding
Harvey industries
Heart of arkansas united Way
Henry Halberg and edith Halberg Trust
candace and Jerry Hinkle
Howard l. balsley Trust
Jackson T. stephens charitable Golf 

foundation
sue roller ‘59 and lynn Jenkins ‘59
Jonsson foundation
lexicon, inc.
Mary and Daniel littlefield
Missouri Pacific railroad
Mitchell Williams selig Gates & Woodyard
Pepsi americas
Phyllis a. Keltner foundation for Women
riggs benevolent fund
ryerson Tull afco Metals
saic
sMe Manufacturing engineering education 

foundation
southwest Power Pool, inc.
*irene and *Hugh stanphill
The stephens Group llc
Harriet and Warren stephens
sun Microsystems, inc.
*Peggy and buddy sutton
Thompson electric company
union Pacific foundation
Vratsinas construction company
Winthrop rockefeller charitable Trust
Terry and robert Woolard
World Wide Travel service, inc.
Wright lindsey & Jennings llP

lifeTiMe Donors
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*Deceased*Deceased

John A. Larson Society

This society recognizes cumulative giving of 
$25,000 to $99,999 and is named in honor of John 
A. Larson, the founder and first president of Little 
Rock Junior College.

accounting support Group
Madelyn and Jerry adams
affiliated food stores inc.
affirmative risk Management corporation
alice sneed West foundation
alltel information services
altria Group, inc.
ann and Joel anderson
angeloueconomics
anonymous Donors
arkansas bankers bank
arkansas blue cross and blue shield
arkansas broadcasters association
arkansas capital corporation
arkansas children’s Hospital
arkansas container corporation
arkansas Department of correction
arkansas electric cooperatives, inc.
arkansas Highway & Transportation 

Department
arkansas natural & cultural resources 

council
arkansas newspaper foundation
*adam aronson
ashtech
bailey Properties Management llc
Patricia and John bailey
baldwin & shell construction company
bank of america foundation
barnes & noble booksellers, inc.
celia and Howard barnhard
beach abstract & Guaranty company
cortney and Kevin beebe
bell & company Pa
arminta and *chase berry
Marian and craig berry
susan and Keith berry
rose and *robert berry

Peyton and bill bishop
bKD llP
bodenhamer foundation
Melanie and arthur boutiette
charlotte and curtis bradbury
Marilyn ‘9� and Greg brown ‘69, ‘77
linda and *robert brown
Dorothy burbridge
sue ‘56 and charles bustion
c. b. foundation
bettye and *fred caldwell
Jose calveiro
cambridge research Group, inc.
carl bailey company
carnegie corporation of new York
*cy carney
Joann casteel ‘74
chamberlin family foundation
shannon and John chamberlin
charles a. frueauff foundation, inc.
city of little rock
Van compton
computervision southwest District
connor clark & company
sandra and robert connor
crews & associates
cromwell architects engineers inc.
Phyllis and William curlee ‘67
sherrill and Gerald Damerow
Darragh company
Dean Davenport ‘76
Dell Higher education
Delta Dental of arkansas, inc.
Democrat Printing & lithographing 

company
emily and *Dewoody Dickinson ‘26
Wilma Diner
Dover Dixon Horne Pllc
nan ellen and Jack east
educators book Depository of arkansas
The eiseman foundation
estate of christine roller
estate of Dr. bessie b. Moore
estate of eleanor freed stern

estate of elizabeth s. lang
estate of frank l. Whitbeck
estate of irene Henry browne
estate of James W. spears
estate of Mabel and santo formica
estate of Marguerite flake
estate of ruth H. brunson
estate of susan lanell compton
estate of Wilburn ira Dobbs
audrey ‘8� and Donald evans
fDH enterprises, inc.
frances fendler ‘79, ‘82
Karen and Dennis ferra
financial centre corporation
Jackye and curtis finch
first arkansas bank & Trust
first arkansas insurance, little rock
first national bank
Virginia boyd and James flack
linda and l. Dickson flake
Dora Jane and Gregory flesher
frank fletcher
Melanie and Jeffrey fox
frank Pace Jr. foundation
fred W. allsopp educational Trust
James freeman
sandy and *Jack freshour
friday, eldredge & clark, llP
frosT, Pllc
ana and eloy Garcia
Garver engineers
General Health corporation
George frederick Jewett foundation
Gertrude r. butler fund
Gisedge inc.
Mary and sean Glancy ‘80
Glazer’s Wholesale Distributors
*loretta Glover
Golden eagle of arkansas
susan and charles Goldner
Greer and barnett Grace
*Margaretta and *rudolph Graham
Margaret Greer
GTe Telephone operations

*fannie and *ben Hardy ‘51
Harold Gwatney chevrolet company
*Madge Harris
The Hatcher agency
betty and charles Hathaway
sharon and *Johnny Heflin
Helene fuld Health Trust
*Joy and chuck Henricksen
Heral enterprises, inc.
scherrie and neyland Hester
Hickingbotham investments, inc.
olive and Will Hofheinz
*P.D. Holder
Horace c. cabe foundation
innerplan
*rosa Pfeifer isacson
J. a. riggs Jr. charitable Trust
J.a. riggs Tractor company
Jacuzzi brothers
earp Jennings ‘�5
John and Patricia bailey foundation
John G. leake charitable foundation
lee asbill Johnson ‘92
Jill and robert Jolly
KarK TV 4
Kathleen Thomsen Hall charitable Trust
Phyllis Keltner
Kfc of north little rock, inc.
Kinco constructors llc
Margie and Jack Kinnaman
evelyn and emil Kovalcik
Trudy ‘96 and Peter Kumpe ‘69
Mary and Dean Kumpuris
Kurzweil computer Products
*Virginia and *calvin ledbetter sr.
lietz company
little rock school District
*clyde lowry
*louise lynn
lyon foundation
ellen and frank Ma
Management computer controls, inc.
Polly ‘46 and leonard Mano
Margaret Jewett Greer 1966 Trust
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*Deceased *Deceased

Mark Twain bancshares
inez Martin
Gail reede Jones and Jesse Mason
May construction company
McKay and company
Marjorie ‘66 and *William Mclean
Metropolitan national bank
Missouri Higher education loan authority
ruth Mitchell-Griffin ‘84
cathy Moore
Morley law firm
beverly roachell ‘7�, ‘78 and bill Mourot ‘74
Karen and randall Mourot
nabholz charitable foundation
sandra ‘6� and Jim newell ‘6�
Mary ann nichols
nuvell financial services
Marolyn ‘84 and sydney ogden ‘62
orbit Valve foundation
*frank Pace
Peggy Pace
ann Maners and alex Pappas
Peace links Worldwide
James Peck
evelyn and edward Penick
Pepsiamericas, inc.
Perkin-elmer corporation
Philip r. Jonsson foundation
Pickens-bond construction company
Jeanette and ervin Powell
Providential life foundation
Prudential foundation
ramsey, Krug, farrell & lensing
becky reach
rebsamen insurance foundation
sally and bill rector
regions financial corporation
regions insurance
rick finley Memorial fund
robert J. Williams Memorial Golf 

Tournament
lisenne and *Winthrop rockefeller
*christine roller
ronnie Duffield Gravel company

rose law firm, P a
rotary club of little rock
roy l. sharpe Trust
russell chevrolet-Honda
sallieMae Matching Gifts Program
Jean sanders
sara lee foundation
sas institute inc.
sue and steven sharpe
simmons first national bank
cindy and Joseph simpson
angela Parker ‘94 and David sink
sol alman company
Jackson stephens, Jr.
Taggart foster currence Gray architects inc.
*Joan and *charles Taylor
rose Taylor
Tektronix inc.
Tenenbaum foundation
Terminix inc.
Don Thompson
Keith Thompson ‘91
Terri Thompson ‘86
Tracy Thompson ‘97
Thomson learning
Timex corporation, little rock, ar
Timex corporation, Middlebury, cT
Today’s THV
Transamerica life insurance company
charles Trotter ‘66
u.s. bank Trust services
ualr school of law criminal law 

association
uaMs
union bancshares of benton
union national bank
VersacaD corporation
Virginia & Dr. Ted bailey family foundation
sherry and bill Walker
Wal-Mart stores, inc.
Waymack & crew
Weaver-bailey contractors
Wheeler & sons oil and Gas
*Margaret ‘42 and *alfred Wilhelm ‘�8

Williams & anderson Plc
elaine eubank ‘75 and alfred Williams ‘66
June Williams
Joanne and John Wilson ‘59
larry Wilson
sammye and Mike Wilson
Winrock enterprises
Wittenberg Delony & Davidson, inc.
Mary Worthen ‘�5
Jerry Wrappe, Jr.
Mary and Tilden Wright
Harold Zook ‘86, ‘87
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*Deceased *Deceased

Heritage Society

The UALR Heritage Society was established to 
recognize alumni and friends who have made 
provisions in their estate plans for gifts to be made 
to the University.  These gifts may take many 
forms, including simple bequests by will, gifts of 
life insurance, or life income gifts such as annuities 
and charitable trusts.  Many of these forms of 
giving offer substantial financial and tax saving 
benefits, often complementing a donor’s overall 
estate plan.  All gifts are greatly appreciated and 
help to ensure the continued support of UALR for 
future generations.

Active Members
ann and Joel anderson
Phyllis and G.W. bailey
Patricia bauknight
susan and David belcher
rose berry
Mary c. boaz ‘77
angi and Keith brenton
Marilyn ‘9� and Greg brown ‘69, ‘77
betta carney
sheila ‘89 and Gene castin
robert clarke ‘�5
cindy l. conger ‘80, ‘8�
Mary J. Howell Davis
Peggy and bob Denman Jr. ‘74
Wilma c. Diner
richard b. Dixon ‘48
Mable ‘86 and charles Donaldson
susan and John elliott ‘67
eleanor francis
David Gentry ‘90, ‘99
ruby and Marcus George
susan and chuck Goldner 
Mary Good
David Goodwin ‘98, ‘04
bill Greenwood

rosemary Griffith ‘48
bobbi and Dave Guerra
Vivian and Wilfred Gunderson
carolyn Harman ‘46
carl iannacone ‘99
sue ‘59 and lynn Jenkins ‘59
earp Jennings Jr. ‘�5
lee asbill Johnson ‘92
lee a. Johnson Jr. ‘67
Jack Kinnaman
roslyn Knutson
carolyn and Paul lasseigne
Virginia rembert liles
carolyn Mccone ‘77, ‘78
Deborah baldwin and Jim Metzger
sally Miner
linda and Dietrich neyland ‘86
Ted Parkhurst ‘70
Gwenneth and richard Picard
Dora and John G. ragsdale
Joyce and Helmut redetzki
susanne roberts ‘79, ‘82
sandra robertson ‘95
elaine and ike scott
eloise sherman ‘60
Karen and Jim simpson ‘74
belle spatz
Gisela spieker
alexandra Denman and ben stein
robin sudderth ‘95, ‘01
elaine sutton ‘45, ‘81
Joe swaty ‘78
barbara Taegel
Virginia Tiemann ‘46
Gary Tippit ‘55
rebecca Ward ‘79
bill Wiggins
Joanne and John Wilson ‘59
Johnnie Winn
Mary Worthen ‘�5
barbara Yarnell ‘55

Marilyn Young
Harold Zook ‘86, ‘87

Memorial Members
fred W. allsopp
carl e. bailey Jr.
Howard l. balsley
nadine and charles baum
claire Jeane bentley
Gordon bohlman
b. Douglas brandon Jr.
irene Henry browne
ruth H. brunson
Gertie butler
Gene campbell
bobbie clarke
susan lanell compton
William Monroe cook
ira G. corn
Wilburn ira Dobbs
steven e. faulk
Marguerite s. flake
Mabel W. and santo formica
Mary frances frederick
rudolph Walter freyhan
lucile Duncan Gibson
Victoria D. Gill
Margaretta and rudolph Graham
edith and Henry Halberg
nancy J. Harm
annie l. Harrison
a. f. House
Marie Wilson Howells
rosa Pfeifer isacson
akers Pence Johnson and J. Yandell Johnson
Joseph Perry Kaufman
Kerry Kennedy
elizabeth s. lang
Melvin a. lawson
irene louise long

samuel r. lyons
lester G. Mcallister
Jewel Minnis
bessie b. Moore
Minnie l. Moore
Joseph Mullen
Mozelle Mitchell nelson
Hugh f. oates
Jim rice
christine roller
roy lyndell sharpe
Timothy a. shea
ellen and James simpson
stella boyle smith
James spears
eleanor freed stern
lucille swann
Kathleen Thomsen-Hall
John D. Walthour
frank l. Whitbeck
Marian l. Williams

We would be honored and grateful to include 
you as a member of the UALR Heritage Society.  
Please inform us if we have omitted your name or 
if you have decided to include UALR in your estate 
planning and would like more information.
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*Deceased *Deceased

Willard and Pat Walker charitable 
foundation

Williams & anderson Plc
Windgate charitable foundation, inc.

Provost’s Roundtable
$5,000 - $9,000

ann and Joel anderson
ruth ‘9� and charles anderson
arkansas bluecross blueshield
arkansas broadcasters association
arkansas children’s Hospital
arkansas federal credit union
cecil P. boaz, Jr.
nancy and Warren boop
charlotte and curtis bradbury
linda brown
Mandy and samuel carter
christian church foundation, inc.
Van compton
cromwell architects engineers inc.
Dillard’s inc.
Mary and rick edwards
federated insurance
Karen and Dennis ferra
Derek fisher
James fribourgh
friday, eldredge & clark, llP
Glazer’s Wholesale Distributors
Golden eagle of arkansas
linda and rush Harding
Heflin family foundation
Heral enterprises inc.
scherrie and neyland Hester
international computer systems inc.
sarah Jenkins
Johnson controls foundation
eleanor Karam ‘49
Kathleen Thomsen Hall charitable Trust
cheryl Kennedy

Kinco constructors llc
Marie and Donald McDonald
Metropolitan national bank
ruth Mitchell-Griffin ‘84
nancy e. friday revocable Trust
national bank of arkansas
Jeanette and ervin Powell
ramsey, Krug, farrell & lensing
sally and bill rector
regions insurance
Debbie and eugene riley
rotary club of little rock
ruffin building systems
southwest Power Pool, inc.
steve stephens
Pamela Pfeifer-sutter and luther sutter ‘92, ‘95
elaine sutton ‘45, ‘81
Taggart foster currence Gray architects inc.
Patricia Thompson
TKlT enterprises
Tyson foods
union Pacific foundation & contributions
Vratsinas construction company
Wal-Mart stores inc.
elaine eubank ‘75 and alfred Williams ‘66
Wright lindsey & Jennings llP

Dean’s Roundtable 
$2,500 - $4,900

advanced Metals engineering
alessi Keyes construction company
alltel corporation
arkansas Democrat-Gazette inc.
arkansas real estate foundation inc.
arvest bank operations inc.
auditor of state of arkansas
richard bailey
bank of america, n.a.
The bay and Paul foundations, inc.
susan and David belcher

Chancellor’s Roundtable
$10,000 and above

�M foundation
affirmative risk Management corporation
arkansas Department of correction
arkansas scottish rite foundation
bank of america
barnes & noble booksellers, inc.
cortney and Kevin beebe
ben J. altheimer charitable foundation
connie and bill bowen
Marilyn ‘9� and Greg brown ‘69, ‘77
Jose calveiro
betta carney
cDi contractors inc.
chamberlin family foundation
shannon and John chamberlin
charles & Joan Taylor foundation
sherrill and Gerald Damerow
Darragh company
Delta beverage Group, inc.
Dempsey film Group inc.
Peggy ‘72 and Haskell Dickinson ‘70
Donald W. reynolds foundation
nan ellen and Jack east
beth and Paul eaton
educators book Depository of arkansas
estate of frank l. Whitbeck
estate of James W. spears
estate of rosa Pfeifer isacson
fifty for the future
first arkansas bank & Trust
linda and l. Dickson flake
Dora Jane and Gregory flesher
frank fletcher
Jo ellen and Joe ford
Melanie and Jeffrey fox
ana and eloy Garcia
Gene V. campbell revocable Trust
George W. Donaghey foundation

Gertrude r. butler fund
Gibson-Duncan education Trust
Mary Good
Greer and barnett Grace
sandra robertson ‘95 and bill Greenwood
syble and Harold Gwatney
Heart of arkansas united Way
Hickingbotham investments inc.
Horace c. cabe foundation
J.D. Walthour Trust
Jill and robert Jolly
Kaufman lumber company
Margie and Jack Kinnaman
Koontz electric company
brownie and calvin ledbetter
lexicon inc.
Mary and Daniel littlefield
Morley law firm
Karen and randall Mourot
cecil Murphey
cindy and charles Murphy
nabholz charitable foundation
ottenheimer brothers foundation
Pepsiamericas inc.
becky reach
riggs benevolent fund
schueck family foundation
eloise sherman ‘59
sol alman company
st. Vincent Health system
The stephens Group llc
stephens inc.
Jackson stephens, Jr.
Harriet and Warren stephens
sturgis charitable & education Trust
Ted & betty Williams Memorial fund
Twin city bank
university of oklahoma
Weaver-bailey contractors
bill Wiggins
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*Deceased *Deceased

s & G Distributors
Judith scherer
steven schulte ‘05
elaine and isaac scott
angela and frank sewall
cindy and Joseph simpson
sue sims
angela Parker ‘94 and David sink
charles staggs
Television broadcasters of arkansas
Text book brokers inc.
Thompson electric company
Trane arkansas
Tri-J investments llc
Turner Holdings, llc
u.s. bank Trust services
betty Ward
Jane and robert Wayland
Janet and c. fred Williams
Joanne and John Wilson ‘59
Witsell evans and rasco Pa
Youth Home inc.

Scholar’s Roundtable 
$1,500 - $2,499

2 b Partners
aaDa services inc.
ace Glass company
acme brick company
affiliated food stores inc.
Deanna and James alguire
Debra appel
arkansas business Publishing Group
arkansas specialty care centers Pa
asco Hardware company inc.
bancorp south
bank of the ozarks
baptist Health
baxter & Jewell Pa
Monica Denham and Glenn beasley

bell & company Pa
Jane ‘04 and larry bilon
bob birch ‘72
bird and bear Management company
Kim and Mark brockinton
brooks-Pollard company
Dolores and Tom bruce
betty and billy brumbelow ‘55
Mary ‘84, ‘99 and Paul cantrell
ashley ‘91 and Greg carper
casemat, inc.
The centers for Youth and families
central flying service
Mark cervantes
clark Machinery company
Jeanette clausen
David collins
coltons restaurant Group inc
Mary lou and William cravens
Virginia flynn-crow and Joe crow ‘62
curtis stout company
Davidson law firm
libby and W. scott Davis
lee covington ‘81 and rogers Davis
renay ‘79 and David Dean
Delta Plastics
Democrat Printing & lithographing 

company
Peggy and bob Denman ‘74
Development consultants inc.
Dickerson law firm, P.a.
Wilma Diner
Wanda Dole
Mable ‘86 and charles Donaldson
Droks Healthcare, llc
stacy Duckett ‘95
Paulette and steve edison
John ellis ‘99
Janet and Victor ellsworth
charles ensminger
forsgren, inc.

ben e. Keith company
Peyton and bill bishop
brenda booth
Martin borchert Trust
brighter futures behavorial Health
Marion burton
Minnie and layne carson
charles cliett
coastal Partners inc.
sara and christopher collier
combined federal campaign of Greater 

arkansas
commercial electric
cindy conger ‘80, ‘8�
sandra and robert connor
continental express
cWsHrc
Datamax/Micro
Delta Dental of arkansas
Delta Trust and banking corp.
laura and Mark Doramus
Dr. robert e. elliott foundation
susan and John elliott ‘67
audrey ‘8� and Donald evans
ford electronics, inc.
lia lent ‘96 and Joseph fox ‘02
fred Darragh foundation
fred lord builders, inc.
fuZZY infomatik aG
Gannett foundation
Jeff Gardner
Maryjanet Mcnamara and Michael Gealt
Mary and sean Glancy ‘80
lisa ‘89 and James Golden
susan and charles Goldner
Harbor Distributing company
Hidden springs farm
beth and samuel Highsmith
allison Holland
ruth and alan Holland ‘70
Hudson cisne & company llP

Victor Jacuzzi ‘91, ‘9�
earp Jennings ‘�5
Paula and lee Johnson ‘67
Janet and leland Jones
Jim Kirspel
lamb and associates Packaging
frances and fleet lee
life strategies counseling inc.
little rock electrical contractors, inc.
little rock regional chamber of commerce
Market strategies international
Gail reede Jones and Jesse Mason
May construction company
McGeorge contracting company
linda and Thomas McMillan
Mitchell Williams selig Gates & Woodyard
nancy and ark Monroe
barbara and Malcolm Moore
susie and charles Morgan
Margaret and Daniel newton
orthoarkansas Pa
orthopedic rehabilitation centers llc
James Peck
Phyllis a. Keltner foundation for Women
Phil Pierini
Progressive constructors, inc.
Protrac Development inc.
Karen ‘06 and chris rakhshan
rama chakrapani and srinivasan 

ramaswamy
riceland foods
robyn richardson ‘92
rivendell behavioral Health
robert J. Williams Memorial Golf 

Tournament
cheri and Danny rolett
ronnie Duffield Gravel company
Denise and John rowland
roy l. sharpe Trust
ellen and shepherd russell ‘75
beth and James russenberger
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Mary and James Wohlleb
susan and bill Woodyard

Member 
$1,000 - $1,499

Michael abele
adam J. Weissman foundation
isabel and alois adams
all electric supply
arkansas blue cross and blue shield
arkansas festival ballet, inc.
arkansas repertory Theatre
arkansas symphony orchestra
rosemary arnold
nancy baden
Maranda and Ted bailey
Doris ‘84 and ronald bank
Karin and ron bara
carolyn ‘62 and Galen barbour ‘6�
M. Jane Dickey and Don barnes
celia and Howard barnhard
James barrett
becker, inc.
blair’s british car service
Jill bloom
Mary c. boaz ‘77
lee bodenhamer
anne Taylor bradford ‘68
roger broer
cindy brown
carra bussa
Jamie byrne
Terrence cain ‘99
Gay and Jack cameron
June and Paul carter
sheila ‘89 and Gene castin
centerPoint energy arkla
central Methodist university
Tar-pin chen
clark Power corporation

nancy rutherford clark
nancy ‘5� and richard clark ‘5�
sue clark
William cobb ‘05
collectors of Wood art ltd
Donna ‘77 and David cone ‘65
James conner ‘79
nancie Givens and William craig
larry crain
Ginger crews
D & b Janitorial services
D & H construction inc.
Dean Davenport ‘76
robert Denman
sheri and scott Dinehart
richard Downing
entergy arkansas
environmental Technical sales, inc.
er inc.
estate of eleanor Morris Gann
caroline and bud finley
Karen ‘87 and John flake
rita ‘88, ‘0� and robert fleming ‘98
Kim and Jay fox
brenda ‘7� and floyd fulkerson
Mary lagenaur and Ken Gallant
sally and Jerol Garrison
Gary eubanks & associates
James Gaston
Gene and Jerry Jones family charities
cathy and Mike Gilbert
alex Gillespie
Jeffrey Graham
ellen Gray ‘70
Greater little rock chapter naWic
cyrene Grothaus-Day ‘04
rita ‘7�, ‘79 and Wayne Gruber ‘75, ‘79
Mary and Jerry Gusewelle
Juliana flinn and edward Hale
sybil and alfred Hampton
Kelly and nathan Harbert

Gaylia and Gene fortson ‘55, ‘57
Garver engineers
alan Gibson ‘79
Glass erectors
Judith ‘82, ‘96 and lawson Glover
carolyn and scott Gordon ‘77
H. f. scruggs company
shirley ‘77 and Thearders Hall
lynnette and Gerald Hannahs
Dinda ‘77 and Mike Hemphill ‘77
catherine ‘74, ‘78 and ron Hughes
J.a. riggs Tractor company
George Jensen
Jim newell & associates inc.
Jon M. Jones D.D.s. Pa
K b X, inc
Victoria and andrew Kessel
albert Kittrell ‘87, ‘88
Krebs brothers restaurant supply  

company inc
Trudy ‘96 and Peter Kumpe ‘69
rebecca langley
laser law firm  P. a.
lathrop investment Management 

corporation
little rock school District
Katherine and eugene lu
M. K. Distributors
allison ingram and Jim Mark
carolyn and Harvey Matheny
Mcclelland consulting engineers
Melvin styers electric company
Douglas Meyer
roberta and Thomas Monson
sarah and bobby Mosley
beverly roachell ‘7�, ‘78 and bill Mourot ‘74
Mueller enterprises
Peggy and bruce Munson
nabholz construction corporation
carolyn and William newbern
oddball invitations

one banc
owens Property & casualty agency inc.
eva and James Pappas
shirley Pence ‘04
Tracy and chris Peterson
Producers rice Mill inc.
Pulaski county bar association
Jay raphael
Peyton rice, Jr.
Don riggin ‘62
audrey and Gerry riser
Mary and roby robertson
Janet and roger roderick
ron Pack carpet center, inc.
Pamala and Michael rossi ‘8�, ‘84
Glenn shadwick
Deborah and ronald sheffield ‘72 ‘89
Martha and Peter sherrill
Kris shewmake
ruby and John slayden
Patricia and Keith smith
Michele and stan smith ‘81, ‘90
southern leasing company
southern star concrete
southland Metals
staley electric, inc.
Judyth and richard swingen
Janice and curtis Talbert
Treadway electric company inc.
Triple s alarm company inc.
andrea and Warren underwood
sylvia and James Van Dover
sherry and bill Walker
Donna Walls ‘74 and sam Walls Jr. ‘69
Walthour-flake company
Helena and allan Ward
Marci and steven Warren
Wesco Distribution
William a. Harrison, inc.
edward Willis
Wittenberg Delony & Davidson inc.
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Jean and b. alan sugg
cynthia Taylor ‘91, ‘9�
Thomason financial services
John Thompson ‘8�
John Towne
Theresa and James Tramel
Debra ‘9� and James Triplett
charles Trotter ‘66
Jenny Turner
ida umphers ‘86
union insurance company
Vanguard charitable endowment Program
leslie and stan Vlasimsky
irene and Gus Vratsinas
lester Ward
rebecca ‘79 and Don Ward
Weather Tight
brenda Weeks
carolyn and Galen Wenger
cappy and charles Whiteside
Wildwood Park for the arts
Williams & Dean associated architects
Judy ‘89 and bill Williams
larry Wilson
Mary Worthen ‘�5
Melinda and Terry Wright
Jane and John Yocum
Janet and Don Zimmerman ‘72

Platinum
$500 - $999

5 Pars, llc
rosalind and robert abernathy
Madelyn and Jerry adams
star and richard akel
Jeanne ‘89 and edward anson
arkansas alumni association, inc.
arkansas amateur basketball foundation
arkansas Dermatology clinic, Pa

arkansas industrial Machinery
arkansas Prevention certification board
arkansas specialty orthopedics
arrow coach lines inc.
rebecca and John arthur
asa Group
Jennifer and Jim ashford ‘89
associated General contractors of america
aT&T foundation
bale Honda
Katherine and Tracy baltz
bank of little rock
Mae and leonard barkan
amy ‘98 and steve barnes
sally everson-bates and Jonathan bates
Joseph bates
Tom baxter
fred bean
bell consulting
Patricia and seaborn bell ‘07
suzanne and John best ‘5�
Dorothy and fred bledsoe ‘84
camille boggess ‘97
lee bolls
roy boney ‘07
Todd bordeaux
barbara and stephen bova
ellen and Max brantley
Polly and l. D. brantley
angela and Keith brenton
renie bressinck ‘67
Vicki and robert burnett
bettye caldwell
Mary and John calhoun ‘6�
Thomas carpenter
James carr
Patricia and Jim carroll ‘98
Phyllis and William carter
Helen and samuel caruthers
cDc lakewood Village
sarah ‘92 and robert cearley

becky and John Hardwick ‘72
Tina and David Hare
carolyn Harman ‘46
robert Harrell
Gail Harris
Gael sammartino and James Hathaway ‘86
Patricia ‘89 and Joe Hays
Peggy and steele Hays
steve Higginbothom
Histecon associates inc.
Mindy and Max Hooper ‘69
Howard Hoover
Janet and Dick Hopper ‘8�
i K electric company
lee asbill Johnson ‘92
Michele and Kevin Kemp
rhoda Kerr
catherine and John lavey
Joni ‘87, ‘98 and George lee ‘87
little rock chapter �4 aarP
Ginanne long
Martha and Ted Mahaffey
Jerry Malott ‘70
Julie buhrow and Phil Mariage
Debbie and lewis May
angela Maynard
Jeanne McDaniel
Kit and barry McDonald
rickey Medlock
elizabeth and richard Meyer
robert Miller
anna Mitchell
Morgan stanley
Morris foundation inc.
Vallery Mullens
bobby nash
sandra ‘6� and Jim newell ‘6�
Marla ‘92 and James norris
lynn and George o’connor
Marolyn ‘84 and sydney ogden ‘62
ranko ‘8� and Philip oliver

Julie and christian o’neal ‘01
ann Maners and alex Pappas
Marilyn and James Parins
Mary Parker
Diana and Gary Parrish
elizabeth and Kirk Parry
Glenn Pasvogel
carrick Patterson
sheila and ron Paulson
PDc construction
linda and chuck Pearce
bonnie and richard Peek
Phelps fan
Marnette ‘50 and bill ragon ‘4�
Mary lou and Terry rasco
rebsamen insurance, inc.
regions bank
regions financial corporation
sherrin ‘74 and Don richardson ‘74
William rinke ‘79
chantal and aaron roberts
susan and Paul rountree
russell chevrolet-Honda
Greg sandefur ‘9�
saturn of irving
Mel sayes
ann ‘98 and charles schlumberger
rebecca and robert schulte
David schwab
Jerry sears
stephen shields
lucile shivley
simmons first national corp
Derek simmons ‘92
smith associates architects Pa
Dianne and ronald smith ‘78
Gisela spieker
Helen and ron stanfield ‘86, ‘87
state Holding company
la Donna and richard straley
Virginia stroud
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Mary ann ‘86 and Jerry Hodge
carolyn Hodges
susan and Thomas Hoffpauir ‘00
rose Hogan
Mildred Holley
Diana and Dennis Holzhauser
bonnie Hooper
Hot springs bank & Trust
Jim bob Humphrey
Jan and randal Hundley
Diane and scott Huston
Hyden Miron & foster Pllc
Jason irby ‘86, ‘04
ruth and Donald Jack
Murv Jacob
Trudy and Jerry Jacobson
linda and neal Jansonius ‘75, ‘86
Pat and curtis Jeffries
Joshua Jenkins
Kathy and Jim Johnson
Judith and Paul Johnson
Dorothy and Terry Johnson
Tracy and James Johnson ‘02
Jo and ralph Jones
Marvin Jones
Phyllis Jones
JWb company inc.
leo Kadrich
ruth ‘79 and Philip Kaplan
Judith Katz
Donna Kelly
Jesse Koenigsberg ‘89, ‘95
Vicki ‘90 and Thomas Kovaleski
Mary and Dean Kumpuris
elaine and robert landrum
Kathryn and James lareau
ronald lazenby
Katherine ‘95 and George lease
Gwen lester
lance levi
reva ‘89 and bill lewellen

Delores and charles lewis
Virginia and raeford liles
elizabeth and barry lindley
lloyd schuh company inc.
lost creek Missionary baptist church
Maxwell lyons
burt Madden
Glenn Mangum
Joann and Garth Martin
Mary lou and William Martin
Mary and floyd Martin
Jane and robert Martin
Matthew sego inc.
Kim and Michael Mccarthy
Michael Mccarthy
carolyn Mccone ‘77, ‘78
Matt McDaniel
John McDonald
Daniel Mcelderry
Jerald McKinney
bonnie and William Melchior
evelyn and David Menz
J.T. Meriwether
barbara Miles ‘88
susan Miller
Mary Kubit Minnick and J. bradley Minnick
betty and H. Maurice Mitchell
blanche and beadle Moore
sandra ‘76 and larry Morton ‘76, ‘81
randy Mourning ‘72
elizabeth and Joseph Mowery
Danny Moye
MPe consulting engineers, inc.
linda Musun
Tony neel
Melissa and rex nelson
cheryl and Mark nichols
elizabeth and David nicholson
richard nokes
Marcella Turner and Henry noor
Phyllis and larry norris ‘89

cheryl ‘91, ‘9� and Wayne chapman
charles schwab
Judy ‘77 and charles chastain ‘79
chester storthz advertising inc.
nancy and robert childress
bette and Merrill clark
sue clark
Marilyn and ron clarkson
ann and Dane clay
bonnie ‘90 and Dick clough
Judy and bob coates ‘80
community bakery
cook systems international inc.
ethel cook ‘01
nevada and ronald copeland
catherine and Kevin crass ‘84
sally ‘96 and Huey crisp ‘98
cross Gunter Witherspoon & Galchus Pc
faber and robert culpepper
norman curtis
cynthia Daily
Delta Theta Phi foundation inc.
emily Dickinson
florence and David Dietz
laura Dobbins
stanley Dobson ‘85
shannon and Troy Duke ‘0�
Marjorie and alan Duncan
Jeffrey Dutton ‘96
brian eble
anne and ron eddy
edventure Partners
Tamika ‘05 and Quincy edwards
angela and bill elizandro
olga elwood ‘0�
Doris epnett ‘05
Patricia ‘46 and Harry erwin ‘48
executive recruiters agency inc.
susan and Gregory farque
anne Darnaby and lawrence farrar
Judith faust

Jean ‘99 and John fetting
edna and James finch
ellen fischer
rick fleetwood ‘78
sue frueauff
fulkerson & company
charlotte ‘80 and James Gadberry
Karen and allan Gates
M’lou and Jon Giese
arthur Gillum
bill Glass
Golden collision center
rita ‘47 and Thomas Goodgame ‘48
Kenneth Goosen
Kenneth Gould
Deshun Graham ‘0�
May and Jack Griebel
Patricia and reed Grimes
bobbi and David Guerra
GWl advertising, inc.
Victoria and David Hall
Vicki reed Hall ‘95
betti ‘97 and lynn Hamilton ‘79
lorraine ‘84 and Ted Hannah
*nancy Harm
Mary Harmon ‘8�
Gary Harper
Mike Hart
exa and Jay Hartman ‘99
Pearlie Harvey
stephanie Harvey ‘92
betty and charles Hathaway
ann Hatley
Mary and boo Heflin
anita and John Henderson
carol and James Hendren
naomi Herndon ‘�6
Hilburn calhoon Harper Pruniski  

& calhoun lTD
Grace and William Hobbs
Gwendolyn Hodge
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Jim Tripcony
susan santa cruz ‘75 and steve Tucker
Jane and Howard Turney ‘85
Twin city brokerage
uaMs JTs spine & neuorsciences institute
united fence & construction co. inc.
elizabeth Vaughn-neely
Vestcom retail solutions
Marjorie and charles Wagner
linda ‘84 and l. b. Walker
Julia and Gilbert Weisbecker
Miriam carlisle and Joseph Westfall ‘9�
nita and Darrell Wheeler
Donald White
ben Wiedower
Wilma c. Diner revocable Trust
Pamela Winfield
carolyn ‘74, ‘78 and John Witherspoon ‘82
neva and ernie Witt
Marguerite and Thomas Woods ‘75
Woodworkers association of arkansas
sherry ‘67 and Harrigan Wortsmith
Herbert Wright ‘86
barbara and richard Yada
Jacob Yancey ‘0�
robert Young

Gold
$250 - $499

2007 combined federal campaign of 
Greater arkansas

adjoa aiyetoro
Haydar al-shukri
Jeanne andrews
elizabeth and John annulis
Dorothea and ben arnold
raymond ashmore
Jan ‘87, ‘95, ‘01 and Paul austin ‘85
Marilyn and John bailey
Therold bailey ‘87

amy stewart and David bailin
Mark baker
baldwin & shell construction company
bank of america united Way campaign
barbara Graves intimate fashions
Karen barnwell
Phil bartos
charles bear ‘84
Theresa beiner
Vicki bennett ‘90
Vada berger
arminta berry
bio-foam insulation of arkansas, inc.
Margaret and leon blue
Theresa Watson and corey boby
Pat and robert boggess
cindy and Jerry bollor
susan ‘71 and richard bondurant ‘7�
Virginia ‘77, ‘88 and bobby bonner
lynette and Paul bowersock
John bowyer
luana and sam bracy ‘61
Melonie and Danny bradley ‘79, ‘85
Marilyn ‘86 and Dennis bradley
liz and W. W. branch
Janis and alan brooke
Wanda and bobby brown
linda and bill brown
rita and Win bruhl
lea ann and brent bumpers
Teresa burl ‘90
sally and James butler
Tracy ‘85 and Wallace caldwell
George campbell
capital bank
Valerie and richard carr
l. J. carter
Marcelle and Don castleberry
Janet and steven cathey
central chevrolet cadillac
loretta chandler

rosemarie and Gary nunn
Harriet ‘48 and Dan onstott
osborn, carreiro & associates
P J Green construction llc
carolyn and James Park
susan ‘04 and John Parke
Parker cadillac
Ted Parkhurst ‘70
lawrence Parrish
scott Parton
sallyann Paschall
Paul c. berry & associates
Pea Pod llc
steven Petersen
Gary Phillips
elizabeth Pierce
Pinnacle Pointe Hospital
barbara and Jim Pitts ‘59
Kiki and George Plastiras ‘52
carolyn ‘05 and randy Prickett
charlotte and richard Puck
bobbie and Gene Pynes
Quoin foundation
elisha ramer ‘9�
Kathleen and earl ramsey
rector Phillips Morse
arlee and Melvin reed
Julie and carlton rhodes
betty and Peyton rice ‘�8
elizabeth and Gill richards
sharon richardson
Paula ‘98 and rudy rieple
anna and John riggs
rosemary and D. K. robinson
Karen rogers
lola runyan
charliss russ ‘97, ‘00
Wendy and edward saer
rebecca ridling and John sage
John sahene
saturn of Greater little rock, inc.

saturn of Memphis
sharon and scott saunders
*e. l. scharff
louis schickel
amy ‘81 and scott schuh ‘77
scott brooks insurance agency inc.
nancy secen ‘01
Judy and John selig
sharon ‘74 and rick sellars ‘74, ‘77
scott shackleford ‘04
Greg sheets
Julie and David shindler
Wanda and lucian shockey ‘82
Hallie and c. K. simmins
simply The best catering inc.
brenda and charlie simpson
Margo sims
Joan and Gary smith
Kathryn smith
randall smith ‘77
rosiland smith
Tonya and louis smith
laura and bruce smoller
southern coating & nameplate
belle spatz
sportstop
Mark squires
stanley Jeweler’s Gemologist
roselyn and John stanley
betty ‘51 and sidney stephens
rita and robert sterling ‘78, ‘87, ‘88
Jody stevens ‘07
susan strauss
Virginia norwood ‘85 and Peter stuckey ‘95
systems research corp
iris ‘89 and frank Taggart ‘90
angelia ‘94 and Jay Taylor ‘94
robert Taylor
The bridgeWay
frank Thomas
Janna Townsend
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ann Marie ‘89 and austin Grimes
liz Gron
Katherine Gwatney
Julia and Greg Hall
sherrie ray ‘99 and Thomas Hammond ‘98
linda and Gene Hamon
Veronica and Jim Handley ‘68
sandra ‘0� and Gerald Hanson
lyn Haralson ‘08
Helen and fred Harrison
Debbie Hayes
John Hayes
Patrick Hays
anne and Tom Head ‘86
Delynn Hearn
Maria Porter-Hehnke and Paul Hehnke
Julia and lyle Heim
John Hendon
Mary ‘71 and Joe Henry ‘65
susan and Herren Hickingbotham
sandra and richard Hickman ‘69
corey Highsmith
Martha and french Hill
susan and chuck Hiller
Histo-chem inc.
Marcia and antony Hobbs ‘99, ‘05
carolyn Hodges
Heidi and Gary Hogan
annette Holbert
Patricia Holifield ‘04
Holiman sales co.
Diane Thomas-Holladay and  

scott Holladay ‘95
Holmes floor co.
Hot springs Village Democrat club
carol and claude Howard
William Hubbard
Karen Huber
stephen Hudson
Karen Kossler-Hulsey and robert Hulsey ‘98
Miriam Hundley

charles Hunter ‘05
steven Hyatt
independent charities of america
sarah irby
Jacksonville chamber of commerce
The Janet Jones company
Jo ann and allan Janssen
barbara Jarvis
leslie Templeton and robert Jarvis
sue roller ‘59 and lynn Jenkins ‘59
Mary and steve Jennings
Johanson & fairless, l.l.P.
Dianne and randy Johnson ‘77
Tammy and richard Johnson ‘72
Kathryn and cameron Jones
Michael Jones
Pam and neil Jones
richard Jordan
Gayla ‘90 and Dennis Jungmeyer
ellen Kane
Virginia and Walter Keller ‘42
Drew Kelso
Marilynn Keys
brad Kimbrell ‘04
beth and Don King
Joan ‘98 and eugene Klaasmeyer
Dana and Joe Kleine
otis Knox ‘79
Doris and Mark Krain
linda Van blaricom and chris Kupper
encore the Dance centre, inc.
Patsy and James Kuzilik
lamp Works
Michael langley ‘91
Timothy lee
barbara and eugene levy
ashley and David lewis
lance lide ‘86
Jane lienhart ‘79
alice lightle ‘84
Patricia and John lile

rosalie cheatham
carol ‘57 and Jim cheek ‘57
chevrolet cadillac of Goldsboro
brian clary ‘06
Max claybrook
shannon clowney ‘0�
loretta and andy cochran
Judith and Joe colclasure
Jennie and charles cole
carolynn ‘78 and buddy coleman
frank coleman
buenah combs
Melissa compton
ruth cooper
Judith and eugene corcoran
betty courtway
Deborah and William coyle
catherine crisp
Mary ann ‘97 and Jay critz
rick culbreth ‘81
connie curtis
John czarnecki
Mary and Jim Damron
lee and John Davis
Mary Davis
Vita and bob debin ‘57
elisabeth and Maurice Dillon
Patricia Dixon
susan and John Dollar
Woody Dougherty
christina Drale
angela and Gerald Driskill
stephanie Duffield
elaine ‘65 and ernest Dumas
Kathryn Hinkle ‘69 and ronnie Durham ‘74
Timothy edwards
eGP, Pllc
elaine and alan elbein
Gayle and c. W. elder
Jo elston
lisaann and Kerry emmert

nancy and J. rex enoch
entergy
Joseph erb
erwin and company
sarah beth estes
Harold evans
Michael feehan ‘96
Jason ferguson
bonnie and robert fincher
Debra and Paul fiser
Virginia and John fogle
caroline and rod ford
Janice and Tom fowler
John fowlkes
Jill frazier
June and edmond freeman
Karen ‘86 and ben fry ‘87, ‘98
linda and John fulbright
richard fulford
anne and augustus fulk
Marion fulk
Jeff Gaffney
norma and Harry Galusha
Jane Garison
shirley Gentry ‘8�
George nunnally chevrolet, inc.
shirley Gilmore
Malcolm Glover ‘07
Kimberly and William Golden
Paul Goldner
Kennon and scot Goldsholl
endia Gomez
Darla and G. Douglas Goodwin
Grand Prairie art council, inc.
Grant county Democratic committee
Patricia and edward Grant
beverly and John Gray
stephanie and David Greaves
Jerril Green
lynn and s. bruce Greenberg
linda Greever
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elizabeth ‘79 and David Powell
sandra Powers
George Prange
Kathryn and richard Pratt
bennie ‘74 and Weldon Prince
laurie ‘9� and David Prud’homme
ron Pyle
Martha Phillips and James raczynski
ray scott associates inc.
nancy rector
Karen and Victor redditt
Jananne and David reding
Jo ‘76 and D. K. renshaw
Keena and roy ridings ‘7�, ‘02
Martha and Thomas rimmer
Janet and James robbins
Gail and fred roberson ‘76
Kathryn ‘94 and bobby roberts
bill roelker
becky and bill rogers
freda and andrew rohde
frances and Michael roher
Dale and lee ronnel
Holly ‘94 and Darren rose
Jane ‘8� and bob rosen ‘7�
Karen ross
linda ‘99 and Thomas ross
Myra runyon
ryburn Motor company
Debra and robert sadler
Karen and Tom salb
Mary Waldo and benno salewski
lou samuel
robert scheer
Marie lacy-schichman and  

steve schichman
susan and Michael schmitz
Melissa ‘89, ‘90 and Douglas serfass
ruth and stephen shepherd
Terri cohen and Marc sherman
Joe shinn ‘49

Harryette shue
barbara and robert shults
Penny and robert sikes ‘85
sheri and Michael simon
skroke, llc
Marshall sladyen
rebecca and John slaven
elizabeth ‘00 and Thomas small
smith ford Mercury
Kathyrn smith
Kristi ‘95, ‘97 and Greg smith
leonard smith
snyder for congress
Katherine snyder
betsy singleton and Vic snyder ‘88
cheryl and lee solomon
Timothy sopel ‘96
southwest animal clinic
ellen Plummer and James spencer
nan and arthur squire
ann and ray stalnaker
christina standerfer (‘87 or ‘88?!)
Katherine stanick
betty and James stanley ‘75
Jay stanley ‘55
Jeffrey stinson
cecelia and J. Michael storey
craig stotts
carmen ‘66 and Joseph stover
Mary and ira strack
Gay ‘91 and Gary strakshus
sally browder and David stricklin
Martha and George stroope
stuart’s brake shop #2
stuart’s brake shop #�
John sutton
Gary Talbert
James Taylor ‘84
Joyce and Johnny Taylor ‘67
Gladys and alan Thalheimer
carolyn and Kenneth Theis

beverly lindsey ‘9�
little rock film festival
Karen and fred lord ‘75
Merlene love ‘98
lynn ‘9� and Thad luther ‘94
Deborah and Thomas lynch
Joseph Mahony
Kathy and robert Major ‘81
Margaret and John Malloy
Theodora Vanderzalm and G. r. Maloney
Karen and Philip Martin
charlotte and norman Martin
Martindill Management
asif Masood
Joanne and charles Matson
cathie Matthews
alfred May
Jim May ‘90
susan and ronald May
Kay and Wayne Mcafee
cathie and David Mcallister
suzanne and richard Mccarthy
Joshua Mccool
christa and Kerry Mccool
Verlan Mccool
Muriel and robert Mccord
sharon McGuire-Denoyer Dance
amanda charlesworth and niall Mcinerney
olivia McKee ‘9�
lisa Mcneir
Jan and Vaughn McQuary ‘79
christine Mcrae ‘9�
saundra ‘75 and Paul Meeks
Jo and Presley Melton
frances Middleton ‘97
Jeevana and swaminadham Midturi
cindy ‘89 and ron Milazzo
Marjorie Miller
Peter Miller ‘79
Mary and robert Miller ‘6�
billie Minton

Margaret Mitchell
Peggy Mitchell-ferris
nell Mock
Gay Moore
Kim and neal Moore
norma and robert Moore
Mildred and robert Moore
Peggy and charles Morehead
Judy ‘6� and Joe Morgan ‘64
Marion and r H Morrow ‘64
Kathleen Mugan ‘96 and Douglas Murray
carolyn and roy nash
Dina and Jeff nash
fran and alvah nelson
alex nesterenko
barbara and bruce netherton
linda and Gordon newbern
rebecca and James newberry
Dee and frank newell
frances and Victor nixon
cheryl avants ‘0� and bill nowlin
Gale stewart and Walter nunn
Gail and ronald oberlag
Dorene and George o’brien
sylvia Hom and Kevin olden
Kelly olson
eileen o’sullivan ‘80
barbara and bill Paddack
carol and Glenn Pait
lynn and chris Parker
barbara ‘89 and claibourne Patty
alberta Pearson ‘87, ‘90
brittany Peebles
Jerri Hoskyn and John Perez
Janice and Phillip Peters
charles Phillips
sandy and Dan Phillips
Melody and chris Piazza
sue ‘81 and bob Pine ‘65
carolyn and Tommy Polk
Dee and Madison Pope
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leila ‘82 and Phillip alston
Pam and John althoff ‘64
sylvia amsler
an associates, Pa
Merle anders
Karen and Glen anderson
Judith and roland anderson
rosemary and Philip anderson
collins andrews
carla angeles
Joseph angolia
Mary sanders and alfred angulo ‘81
animal Medical clinic
renee arehart ‘89
James argue
arkansas allergy & asthma clinic, P.a.
arkansas Medical society
Mary and Michael armstrong
steven armstrong
Kim and ellis arnold ‘82
Jim aronson
sheila and Horacio asghar
Mauria ‘76 and robert aspell
association of arkansas counties
bridget atkins ‘94, ‘96
ian atkinson
anne-Gret and robert atkinson
Virginia atkinson
Janice atterberry
Joellen and Tony austin
suzanne and lawrence averill
Kathryn and robert baertsch
aaron baker
avery baker
Darlene baker
Jerry baker
Justine and shaun baker
Julia baldridge
Patricia baldridge
blanche and Derwin ball
sarah and fred ball

Holly ballard ‘06
Patricia and Mark bandre’
banks chevrolet-cadillac, inc.
frances and raymond banks
brenda barber ‘88
faye and David bard
elizabeth bard ‘84
bonita and Michael barnes
susan and John barnett
Mary iva and Gregory barrett
nan selz and chris barrier
John barrier
John barron
shirley barron
D’anne and Gary barrow
Margaret bartelt
bruce bartley
Phyllis bartlow
Paul bash
Kathleen and Kelley bass 
Jennifer bauer
Patti and Martin bauer
baumans
Mary baxley
Mauzel beal
Joellen ‘84 and rick beard
Hollace beard-Hunting and William beard
Janet udouj and J. neal beaton
alma beck
Katherine and stephen becker
Katie becker ‘86, ‘07
charles beckman
anna and Jerry bedford
susan and frederick beland
christina and richard bell
Doris and Jim bell
Joseph bell
Mary and Pat bell
richard bell
f.M. bellingrath
camille bennett

Melissa and Martin Thoma
Penelope and Peter Thomas
robbie Thomas-Knight
cynthia Thornton
Melanie Thornton
Phyllis Haynes ‘80 and bud Thurman
Tony Tiger
Patricia Trent
John Trimble
amanda Moore and Thomas Trussell
ed Tucker
beverly Turner
united family services
sharon and frederick ursery
Victoria Vazquez
Michelle Kaemmerling and alex Vernon
beverly and buddy Villines ‘75
Donna and Gilbert Vocate
J. Thomas Walker
Don Wardlaw
Jeanette and ronald Watkins
steve Weaver
Dale and roger Webb
frances McDaniel and charles Weeks ‘56
Delia and ron West
barbara and Joey Wheless
Joy and John White
Hugh Wilbourn
barbara and brad Williams
nina ‘78 and fred Williams ‘55
Jim Williams
Gayle and noah Williamson
Vickie and William Willis
Drew and William Willis
Ginger and i. Dodd Wilson
cathleen compton and William Wilson
James Winholt
Marsha and ronald Winters
beverly Wittenberg
Hal Wofford-Hutchison ‘9�
Katherine and Philip Woodward

lisa Yocum ‘06
fred Zimmerman
Kent Zocchi
Harold Zook ‘86, ‘87

Silver
$100 - $249

Patricia and James abraham
Jim abraham
ladly abraham
nola and Dennis abraham
Patricia and John achor
Peggy and George ackerman
Mary aclin
Marcel acosta
louise acree
Jenny ‘89 and bill adair
lisa and Douglas adams ‘9�, ‘08
Heather adams
skye and John adams
Delores and John adams
John adams
Kay and scott adams
sydney ‘90 and John adams
Dolores adamson
William adkisson ‘79
Mary aitken
Doug akin
Karis and Willis alderson
Virginia alexander
nawab ali
Glen alldredge
linda and Donald allee
allen Tillery chevrolet, inc.
Kay and William allen ‘56
Marion allen ‘8�
Michele and John allgood
becky and Mark  allison ‘85
Mary and John allison
Jan and larry alman
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linda brown ‘98
lynda ‘82 and everett brown
Mary ‘07 and Garry brown
Patricia brown
india and Thomas brown
Victor brown
Jennifer browne ‘94
bruce Mcentire fine furniture
Paul bruhn
russel bruhn
shalah and John brummett
clair Montine brunck
Debra and Joel buckner
bull Motor company
Tracy bull
Helen and Tim bumpas
cindy and Joseph bures
Joe burkett
boyd burkholder
linda and John burnett
lucinda franklin ‘01 and William burnham
carole and David burns
sharon and randy burrall
Jeanie and Gregory burton
Mary Kay and larry burton
Ted burton
Jolie ‘07 and Joseph busby
Julia busfield
Margaret Morrison and ralph butcher
barbara butler
becky and Tom butler
richard butler
Virginia and James buttry
earl byrd
susan byrd
Tjuana byrd ‘96
rhonda Williams and William byrd
cesar caballero ‘92, ‘0�
barbara and stephen cade
amanda and adam cadorette
Dorothy and Paul cafferty

Grace and albert calcaterra
shell cameron
earnestine camp
Donald campbell
Denise and frederick campbell
Jeff carfagno
bonnie and ed cargile
sandra carlisle ‘90
Mildred carpenter
Michael carringer
shannon carroll
christy ‘88 and James carson
Victor carson ‘79, ‘02
Denia carter
Dixie carter ‘98
regina Wade carter
Herschel cast
oscar castaneda
catlett Tower Partnership
Jaris catron
Jerry cavaneau
cearley law firm
bob chambers
brady chambers
Patricia chambers
Marie and Joel chandler
Jimmy chang
r. begona lara and andres chao
carol and charles chappell
catherine chatman
sharyl ‘69 and Paul cheek
Pauline cherry
Jean and roger chisholm
craig chotard
rooney and Tommy chu
claudette and George cirks
cheryl and richard cisne
Phyllis and Dwight clamp
richard P. clark ii
carolyn ‘51 and bill clark ‘51
Joe clement

Donald bennett
Pamela and Paul benton
Terri and John berkshire
christie berner
Virginia and Dennis berner
Jason bernstein
eve berry
Margaret berry
rose berry
amanda ‘04 and brian berstler ‘01, ‘04
charlotte besch
elizabeth and lloyd bess
Keith best
Gary bewley
Joan and rudolf beyer
catherine beynon ‘08
bob bidewell
Jo ann biedermann
James billie
ellen binford
lesley bingham
Kim and edwin bird
belinda and John birdsong
esther and Victor biton
selma and Jerome blackburn
Joy and James blacklock
bobbie and Jack blackshear
Patricia blackstone
suzanne and David blair
Kay and Ken bland
cecelia and Dale blasier
sue blevins
Gary blonsky ‘82
sarah blossom and John fendley
erwin blum
linda bly
Jennifer boccarossa ‘05, ‘07
Patti and larry boccarossa ‘90
Timothy boehm
Margaret and William bogle
charles bohannon ‘91

Vickie bohannon
cindy boland
Gregory bollen
clay and George bolton
bond consulting engineers
Gabriel and Will bond
april boney
sylvia ‘82 and John borchert
Martha and John bornhofen
liz borrell ‘04
boulevard bread company
amy and John bowen
Janet and William bowen
Deborah fisher ‘87 and John boyd
Pamela boyd ‘79
connie and ron boyeskie
catherine and antoni bozynski
Donna brackin ‘06
William branham
larry brashears
erka braswell
nancy and George brazil
ronald breeding
Gary breig
sarah ‘81 and charles breshears
beth brickell
ann bridgers
sandra chai and John brineman
Jim britton
sharon and Mark britton
steve brizzi
Doris brock
stephanie and roby brock
sheila ‘72 and richard bronfman
Julia and Ted brooks
Terrye and Patrick brosh
caroline brown
carolyn brown
sydney rephan and evan brown
Jeanne brown
Jane and norman brown
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cynthia ‘9� and nicholas Dawson
Deborah Deacon ‘98
Wilandra Dean
David Dearman ‘77
Matthew Decample
beth and David Deere
Thomas Deere
Karen and Gerald Delavan
Hilary and andrew Demillo
Democratic Party of arkansas
Jamie and Matthew Dempsey
Patricia and James DePriest
linda ‘0� and robert Derryberry
Mary and charles Deville
Judy and James DeVries
amanda and Thomas Dicken
Geania and Matt Dickey
Ted Dickey
John Dickins
John Dickson
andra Dillard
anne and Daniel Doerge
Dan Donahue
lynn Dorrough
iona and James Dorsey
roger Dorsey ‘98
beverly and J.M. Doublin
suzanne Dougherty
lori ‘8� and ron Douglas ‘07
Michelle Douglas ‘0�
Katie Dow
sharon ‘96, ‘97 and ben Downs
nicole Drake ‘90
carolyn Dresler
sara ann Drew
lucy and Terry Duboise
Joan Duffy
frances Dugan ‘9�
Margaret Duggar ‘5�
shirley and Kelly Duke
shirley and Peter Dumais

Pam Dunaway
Mary Duran
Gregory eanes ‘91
fred eason
Heather eason ‘98
lisa eaton
skip ebel
bev eberle
nancy eddy
lauraetta edgar
elain edge
andrea edwards
carolyn and robert edwards
frances and clarence edwards
ronald edwards
Gwendolyn and eugene efird
Kelly ‘91 and Joseph eichler ‘91
Michael ekdahl
June elasier
susan elder
Joyce elliott
Jean and curtis elwell
faye england
lori freno-engman and James engman
bruce engstrom
Martha engstrom
Kim erwin
Martha and andrew eshleman
stuart estes
Jane estes ‘90, ‘91
eugene Jonas Towbin and catherine Towbin 

living Trust
carolyn evans ‘99
John evans
everett buick Pontiac GMc
fal enterprises, inc
rebekah falkner
ruskin falls
Dan farley
John farmer
carla and Joseph farmer

clinical Psychology services inc.
earl cloud
Glenda and richard clubb
Virginia and James cobb
sally ‘7� and Darrell cobb
catherine coffey
coffield revocable Trust
Johnnie cohen
elizabeth and stephen cohen
Mary and richard cohoon
ashley coldiron ‘98
James cole ‘77
ann ‘51 and lawrence coleman
brooks coleman ‘01
linda coleman
beatrice and richard colestock
andrew colley
Griffin collie
Peggy and Don collins
columbia county Democratic central 

committee
comcast corporation
comprensive neuropsychological services
Terry and Donald conklin
Kelly and Jeffrey connelly
chasse conque
Marvelee and William converse
John cook
richard cook
sandra ‘79 and Danny cook
Tina cook
robert cooper
Mike cope
stephen copley ‘0�
susan Payne ‘89 and barry coplin
Delynn corica
Mildred and chester cornell
Judy corum
alicia cotabish ‘0�, ‘07
beth and Michael coulson
Hope coulter

laura and John coulter
John D. coulter
nate coulter
sharon and Gerald cound
Joe cowan
Darilynn and sammie cox
Patricia cox ‘89
frances ‘65 and Wayne cranford
susan ‘66 and John crawford ‘65
Janet and Warren criswell
Matthew cronk
Patsy and Dan crossett
crossroads for Women
nancy and Tom crow
lynn crowder
Marsha cunningham
Janet curry
brad cushman
Dalton Dailey
Kate and carter Dalton
rosalie Daniel
Daniel-reap chevrolet company
Daniel Danielson
Pamela Danielson
elizabeth Danley
Danny crabtree inc
barbara and Ted Darragh
David Davies
David Davila
ann Davis ‘5�
stacey and barry Davis
bryan Davis
irene and George Davis
Janet ‘72 and Glenn Davis ‘72
cleo and Jeff Davis
Johnna Davis ‘06
Vivian and lloyd Davis
Marvin Davis
claudia ‘5� and Milton Davis ‘5�
sheryl Davis
lanoir Dawkins ‘80
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stephen Giles
Gill elrod ragon owen & sherman, P.a.
David Gill
Michelle Gilleran
craig Gilliam
carolyn and Paul Gilman
Donna Gilmer
charlotte John and Dent Gitchel
Kelly and Gregory Giuffria
June Glasier
Jonathan Glenn
Paula casey and Gilbert Glover
Dara and Jeff Goad
Willie Godwin
sandra and stanley Goldberg ‘50
Goldsby farms
Gwyn buck and brian Gontarek
Jansen Goodwin
roberta saxon and Howard Gordon
Jean Gordon
Jane and lee Gordon
Phyllis and allen Gordon
sondra Gordy ‘97
Dorothy and Kenneth Goss
Judy ‘88 and Patrick Goss
Kathryn and Dale Gossien
elizabeth Gould ‘88
barbara and frank Graham
robert Grant
barbara Graves and barry McDaniel ‘84
linda and roy Graves ‘90, ‘9�
shirley Graves ‘05
Toni roosth and fred Gray
Joanne Donker and richard Gray
bettie and sam Gray
bartholomew Green
brenda and James Green
Daniel Greenberg ‘06
Paul Greenberg
omar Greene
angie and John Greer

lory and Dean Greer
Greg Thompson fine art
Janet and Wayne Gregory
susan and Paul Grier
Kathryn ‘92 and William Griffin
Peggy Griffin
Theresa Griffis
rosemary Griffith ‘48
alice and Henry Griswold
Gary Grogan
annamarie Gron
Dawn and Joe Groover
Mary and Dave Gross
David Gruber
Julianne Grundfest
lisa and russell Guerra
Georgiana ‘6� and leland Gunn
Melinda and James Gunnell ‘88
Monica and lane Guthrie
leah Gutierrez
Mary and Thomas Guyette
barry Haas
chris Hackler
ehsan Hadi
bonnie and James Hagans
Pat and b. W. Haggard
Heather Hahn
Marilou Haines ‘07
Kelly Hair
Debbie Hall
Dorotha Hall ‘94
emily Hall
lisabeth Hall ‘99
roger Hall
Thom Hall
carolyn and richard Halsell
bob Hamilton
catherine Hamilton
claudia and Jack Hamilton ‘51
brenda scheffler and robert Hamilton
carol and ralph Hamner

olivia farrell ‘78
felice and robert farrell
christi and stephen farrelly
richard farrester
anna farris
norma and John farthing
Joyce ‘84 and James faulkner
suzanne loerch and stephen feldman
frances fendler ‘79, ‘82
ellen and Tom fennell
constance and bruce ferguson
oris ferguson
Thomas ferguson
amanda ferrell
frances and craig ferris
Damon files
Jackye and curtis finch
laura ‘94 and Milton fine
Mary fine
Jane fink
first united Methodist-little rock
ruth fissel
Jon fitch
robert and robert fitts
Paul fitzgerald
Kathryn ‘50, ‘8� and benjamin fitzhugh
flake & Kelley commercial
Kerry and Michael flannery
Mimi and Timothy fleming
annie and Danny fletcher ‘79, ‘01, ‘04
Judy and John fletcher
Dorothy and robert fletcher ‘49
floyd Traylor Motor company, inc.
bradley floyd ‘06
Jerry ‘50, ‘5�, ‘55 and bill floyd ‘52, ‘56
Dawn ‘06 and J.P. flynn ‘99
christina and Joe foley
irene forbes
Gail and Danny ford
Kelly ford
Patricia ford

Margaret forsyth
Kent foster
lynn foster
Mary brown and James fowler
David fox
emogene fox
caroline and Mark fox
laura frankenstein
bettye freeman ‘86
James freeman
Pat and Mickey freeman
sharon and stephen freeman
robetta ‘79 and edward friedlander
friends of blanche lincoln
Tom fritsche
Mary and richard frothingham
christine and Jeffrey fry
Marianne DeWier and George fuchs
fuller enterprises inc.
Wayne fulmore ‘87
John funke
louise and edward furst
Janine Perlman and James fuscoe
Judy and William Gaddy ‘7�
Donna ‘80 and Ken Galchus ‘85
Martha and Thomas Galek
carole and carl Garner
carol and Jerry Garner
susan and steven Garrett
Maribeth and cliff Garrison
Diedra and Jeffrey Gaskalla
Donna ‘82 and Tom Gay
Gary Geissler
elizabeth Gentry
George Kell Motors inc.
Michael Gerfen ‘05
Patricia German
Joyce Gerrald
Jo and Tom Gibbons
richard Giffith
Kathy ‘87 and anthony Giglia
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norman Hodges
Margaret and Garry Hoffmann
Miles Hogan
Tim Hogan
Jennifer Holbrook
Marcia and John Holder
Theodore Holder ‘78
Kellie Holland ‘94
laura Holland
leslie Holland
Michael Holland
connie and Henry Hollenberg
carol and bill Hollingshead
leslie ‘80 and Don Hollingsworth
Victoria and J. Douglas Holloway
Joseph Holmes
Holt & associates DDs P.a.
linda Holzer
barbara and Pete Hoover ‘66
regina Hopper
allan Horne
arthur Horne ‘99
clyde Horton
sherrill ‘86 and bryan Hosto ‘85
David House ‘72
elizabeth ‘77 and Gary Houston
carol and robert Houston
Meredith and roger Howard
Jo and samuel Howell
rebecca Huber
Mary and edward Hudnall
Teresa Hudson
rachel and William Hudspeth
carolyn ‘88 and charlie Huie
Mathilda Hulett
carl Hummel
Pamela and andrew Hunt
David Hunt
Martha Hunt ‘87
Ken Hunter
Q. byrum Hurst

Doris ‘91 and Darrell Hutchins
Patricia and David Hutchins
richard Hutchinson
Karen and lance Hutchison
Deborah Hyatt
brenda and carl iannacone ‘99
ibM corporation
erica and Michael ibsen, Jr.
annabelle imber ‘77
ellen and Dale ingram
insurance center, inc. b c insurance, inc.
rodney inthout
bob irving
William isasi
J. Pauley Toyota/scion
billie Jackson
rhea Jackson
Mary and ronald Jackson
Harriet and raymond Jacobsmeyer
bonnie and William Jacobson
ann and Prakash Jalihal
Maureen James
anton Janik
Hugo Jasin
brian Jaynes
irene Jennings
Martin Jensen
cody Jernigan
Marvin Jeter
irma Jewell
Jim Durham realty, inc
Joe Marina Honda
John Pope Matthews foundation
anne and spencer Johnson
Denise and anthony Johnson
carolyn Johnson ‘84
cheryl Johnson
amy and David Johnson
fayrene Johnson
Margaret and Peter Johnson
larry Johnson

Wanda Hampson
logan Hampton ‘06
rebecca and Duane Handley
sarah and Dennis Hankinson
r. Michael Hanley
betty ‘81 and richard Hanson
edward Hanson
burtie and ronald Harder
leslie and Joel Hardin
laura and John Hardy
alison ‘80, ‘00 and Garry Hargis
linda and David Hargis
Martha and Kelly Hargis
bev Hargraves
celia ‘87, ‘88 and Mike Harkey
barbara ‘9� and charles Harper ‘79
artist ‘70 and Tim Harper ‘71
Morril Harriman
stephanie Harrington ‘99
Donald Harris
Dawn Harris
Joe Harris
eric Harrison
sara Harrison
Tammy ‘88 and Gregory Harrison ‘87, ‘94
William Harter
David Harvey
Teri Haskins ‘75
The Hatcher agency
Melissa and richard Hatfield
Philip Hathcock
anna Hatley
Jennie and charles Haughaboo
William Haught
s. Marlane stakemiller and leo Hauser
florence and arthur Haut
adam Hawkins
Herbert Hawn
Judith Hayn
Marc Haynes
Health for life clinic, Pllc

susan and Hans Heaney
louis Heard
Harold Hedges
ann and roger Hedges
The Heights Gallery
rene’ Hein
fred Heinemann
sandy ‘91 and Peter Heister
leslie and eric Heizman
christopher Heller ‘81
otto Helweg
Jason Hendren ‘97
frances and leroy Hendricks
carol ‘84 and Ken Hendrickson
Jana Hendrix
charles Henke
Virginia Henker
Molly and Michael Hennessey
robin Henson
Tom Henvey
Kimberly and John Herbold
Debbie ‘88, ‘00 and James Herden
randall Herlocker
Karma ‘00 and robert Herzfeld
Jennifer Heselmeyer
Helen Hetherington
Jim Hickman
basil Hicks
Yslan Hicks
Donna Hightower ‘7�, ‘82
James Hildebrand
carol and Donald Hill
Patricia and Jay Hill
Melissa Hill ‘98, ‘05
stacey Mahurin-Hipps and Jack Hipps
Marc Hirrel
John Hlass
nancy and Victor Hobden
Marian and David Hodges
blanche and John Hodges
carole and lee Hodges
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Mary and John latendresse
scott lauck
Mary laurie
carolyn ‘59 and bob lawrence
carolyn and Jerry lawrence
Dana and richard lawrence ‘82, ‘06
bob lawson ‘8�
suzanne and Peter lazansky
Willene and William leach
leadership Greater little rock alumni
Michael ledbetter
nancy ‘8� and sam ledbetter ‘8�
frank leeder
Denise leeson-Provost
eloise and Don leffingwell ‘99
Helen leigh ‘65
Patricia and G. b. lemley
susan and rafael leon
Marjorie leong
Karen Willett leveritt
beth levi
ed levi
Johanna and Michael lewis
nancy and larry lichty
Melody and Matt lile
bonnie ‘79 and Michael limbird
Margaret ‘0� and richard lincourt
linda’s Window Decor & More
leslie ‘97 and Jay lipke
francine Wilson and David lipschitz
e. christopher lloyd ‘98
Darby and James logan
linda and robert logan
Todd logan
Govinda lohani
Treg long
frances and steven lopata
sue lopez
Janet and Don loranger
Paul lorenz
erin lorenzen

Marianne lotito
sam loudenslager
louise H. Gutierrez revocable Trust
*Jennifer love ‘87
brooke bumpers and Gordon low
linda lowe
elaine and rick lowens
robert lowry
susan and edwin lowther ‘81
Julia loyall
sandie ‘94 and aaron lubin
christine and richard lucas
Jo luck
susan luebke ‘0�
lisa lufkin
Vladimir lupashin
Glen lusby
William lyford
charles lyle
James lynch
Gene lyons
Margaret ‘71 and lewis Machen ‘70
Diane Mackey ‘78
stewart Macleod
David Maddox
rob Maggard
Hanan Mahdi
sheila and brian Mahoney
The Maisons Poa, inc.
bruce Maloch ‘8�
carl Maner
Kristen Johnson and Mike Manion
bertha and stephen Manning
Polly ‘46 and leonard Mano
Manulife financial
Maple leaf canvas company, inc.
Mary and raymond Marecek
Denise and Daniel Marion
Jerry Marks
Teresa Marks
Julie Marshall

Paulette and robert Johnson
Tracy Johnson
ellen and clint Johnson
nina and Hal Jolly
shirley and Gregory Jones
Keith Jones
Mary and Marcell Jones
cassandra and orval Jones
Pat Jones ‘79
Janet and randy Jordan
sara and ray Jouett
sissy and Jim Jowers
eileen Joyce
lou and John Joyce
JusTGiVe
Julia and stephen Kahler
Helen and Thomas Kaiser
frederik Kalsbeek
Patricia Kane
anthony Karklins
KaTV llc
luke Kauffman
eric Kaufmann
Marcia erbland and William Keisler
bryan Kellar
Jeanne and David Keller
Wilma and John Keller
sharon and Keith Kennedy
Kent chevrolet cadillac
ruth Keopple
Joan Mcewen and Philip Kern
bettye and arthur Kerns ‘80
sarah Kershaw
Keystone realty
Phyllis Kileen
collins Kilgore
Willie ‘66 and Joseph Kilpatrick ‘67, ‘97
adria and Walter Kimbrough
Gertrude and charles Kincade
brett Kincaid
brad King ‘82

Mary ann King
Patricia and russell King
robert Kinzel
Debbie Kirby
larry Kircher
bee Kirk
Mary and scott Kirkconnell
Gail Kirkland
betty and James Kizziar
sally Kline
Katherine and richard Kluender
linda and stephen Knapp
Daniel Knight ‘80
amanda Withnell and frank Knight
Paula and David Knighton
Mary and brian Knutson
roslyn Knutson
Gerald Koonce ‘89
sue and Harold Koppel
betty and Hubert Korbus
shirley and James Koster
Joseph Krenz
Jane and Ted Krutz
Karen Kuralt
Jason Kushner
Kimberly and lawrence labbate
Marian ‘99 and Jessie lacey
linda laclair
carl laidlaw
Kenneth lake
retha and e.f. lamb
susan and Jerry lamb
cooper land
Kitty and Garland land
Joyce and robert landgren
ruth and William lane
Gail and Johnny langston
larry o Plumbing & rooter
laura lasiter
carolyn and Paul lasseigne
Judy and Jack lassiter
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Teddi ‘86 and steve Metzer
Deborah baldwin and James Metzger
andrea and carl Meurer
The Michael edward Group
sonjia Michaels
Microplane Direct llc
Microsoft corporation
linda Miesner
brandie ‘01, ‘04 and chris Mikesell
William Millager
Virginia and c W Miller
carl Miller ‘55
charlie Miller ‘05, ‘06
catherine allsbury and James Miller
John Miller
nancy Miller
Virgil Miller
Mary and Mark Millsap
steven Minsker
John Mitchell
roberta Mittelstaedt
barbara Mize
bethany and robert Mock ‘98, ‘01
Penny Monical ‘95
Whitney and David Montague
crissy ‘06 and leo Monterrey ‘04, ‘07
betty Montgomery
Patricia and James Montgomery
shirley Montgomery
Don Moody
Harvey Mook
Donna ‘87, ‘89, ‘9� and Keith Mooney
erle Moore
lila ‘95 and burton Moore
Matthew Moore ‘06
robert Moore
Myra ‘82 and Pat Moran
Glenda and Gene Moring
Heath Morphew
Jeanann and robert Morris
ruth Morris

Donna ‘92 and Joseph Morrison
robin Morrissey
sue ‘97 and David Mosley
Jeannie Moss ‘07
Kay Motsinger ‘91
Jon Mourot ‘8�
rosalind Mouser ‘84
Kathleen and allan Mueller
linda and lee Muldrow ‘79
louis Mulkey ‘5�
Mary ‘00 and Jack Mulkey
Jeanne Murphy
Diane and John Murphy
Martha Murray
Mary Janet and Paul Murray
Phillip Murray
cheri and charles Murry
Ginger Murry ‘67
linda and Tom Musselman
sally and John naill
lesley nalley ‘97
Mary and Don nance ‘94
sarkis nazarian
carolyn and rodney neal
eileen oldag and Thomas neale
Gayle and Douglas nelson
Mary and sheffield nelson ‘68
Terry nelson
David newbern
newport Television llc
alanna and Gary newton
Kathleen and James nickels
ove nielsen
Katherine West and Glenn nishimura
Dana and Walter nixon
Patricia nizza
Diana and Paul nolte ‘67
north central ar ch of Thrivent financial
Martha norton
richard norton
Vanessa norton

steve Marshall
catherine and charles Martin
Jane ‘86, ‘9� and stephen Martin
Terri and ronald Martin
anne and Timothy Martin ‘99
Vickie Martin
Michael Martinez
cynthia and David Martinous ‘70
beth Mason ‘0�
Kathryn and Mike Matchett
nancy Mathews ‘85
Patrick Mathieu
Yasmine Mathieu
Holly and Mark Mathisen
J. somers Matthews
elizabeth and stephen Matthews
Justin Mauck
Tracey and Mike Maulden ‘82
Jo ann ‘8� and William Maxey ‘88
ronald Maxwell
cleve May
Phyllis and felton May
Walter May
linda and ben Mays
brynn and Glen Mays
Martha Mcalister ‘88
Marva and David Mcalpine
Priscilla Mcchristian
freda and George Mcclain
John Mcclure
rita Mcclure ‘78
ann and Jack Mccollum
Diane Mcconnell
Kim and Gary Mccullough
Michelle and Hugh McDonald
sandra and Thomas McDonald
Judy and Doug McDowall
Mary and robert Mcfarland
Timothy McGauley
barbara and robert McGinnis
Mary and Thomas McGowan ‘82

richard Mcilroy
charlotte and orrin Mcintyre
Debra McJunkins ‘06
Judith and eugene McKay
Jim McKenzie
Mary and bob McKuin
carolyn and George Mcleod
David Mcleod
Katherine and James McManners
Toney McMillan ‘75
satia McMiller
aaronda Mcnair
ann and Milford Mcneely
laura Mcnutt
linda ‘94 and Daniel Mcnutt
Marjorie Mcnutt ‘76
Mcnutt-schneller, inc.
Jo and robert McQuade
*Thomas Mcrae
Julie Mcspadden
ann Mcswain
Diane and barry McVinney
carrie and clark McWilliams
sylvia and Michael McWilliams
Diane Meador
sherry ‘78 and Paul Means ‘78
Teresa Knight ‘05 and Joseph Meehan
shelley and Peter Mehl
Myriam ‘94 and Morie Mehyou
Kaye and Waymond Meins
Katherine and Johnson Melhorn ‘96
sharon and norman Mellor
Kristin Melton ‘95
carol and allan Mendel
ian Mensik ‘02
Patricia Menz
clay Mercer
Jenny and Terry Mercing
america Meredith
David Meroney
John Messer
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ann burton Portis
lisa and Jon Poteet
richard Powell
sloan Powell
Kathy and edward Powers
anita and Jerry Prather
carol Pratt
Judith Prestridge
frances Price
Janette and William Prior
christi lynn and robert Priore ‘99
Jean and samuel Probasco
bruce Prock ‘74
barbara and David Pryor
M. floreen Pullen
leavonne Pulley
Janet Pulliam ‘79
barbara and Jeffrey Pulliam ‘91
robert Purnell
Tony Purtle ‘97
susan and Joseph Purvis ‘75
Kim Pyle
Muneerah ‘02 and alim Qaasim ‘82
anne Queen
Virginia Queen
Joan rabjohn
cynthia and David ragan ‘9�
Kristine and John rainwater
lee and Jack ramer
Patricia ramirez
Miriam raney ‘81
Julia and Michael ranft
Karen and brian ratcliff ‘88
clarence rawls
suella ‘49 and Paul reagan
Joanne and David reagler
susan reasoner ‘91
Joyce and Helmut redetzki
leonard reynolds
robbie and russell rhodes ‘99
Terry richard

brittany and Daniel richards
edward richmond
Judith and David rickard
caroline and r. c. riggs
bill riley ‘89
riser ford lincoln-Mercury
robert ritchie
ladyce and robert ritchie
Patricia ‘90 and robert rittenhouse
andree ‘78 and clifton roaf
brandon robbins
Peggy and Del roberson ‘5�
Jean roberts
cheryl and r. J. robertson
otho Keith robertson
amelia robinson
ann robinson and T. D. stanley
curlee robinson
betty and Donald robinson
carol roddy
chadwick rodgers
Donna ‘78 and David roetzel ‘91
barbara rogers
J. Maurice rogers
scott rogers
susan rogers ‘94
Jeanne rollberg
louise ‘87 and aimar rollefson
Veronica simpson rose
elisa and ashley ross
barbara and Mark ross
Ken rowland
Jelinda scott-rudisill and Murray rudisill
ruebel funeral Home
rule’s antiques and fine books
benn ruminer
Joel ruminer ‘59
Dianne and Keith runion
Karen russ
larry russell ‘95
billie and skip rutherford

Jonzell and Wayne norton
catherine ‘00 and richard nugent
andrea nunez ‘0�
sarah and Walter nunnelly
evonne and randall nusz
Janet and alan nye
oak forest cleaners & laundry
Patrick obrien
barbara and claude o’Gwynn
James olander
Kathleen and robert oleson
iris and robert oliva
Joan ‘99 and David o’neal
christine and Kent oots
orr cadillac Toyota
anne orsi ‘88
robin orsi ‘67
sylvia and robert orton
cindy and William osborne
sarah spencer and fred oswald
Diane robinson and Wayne oudekerk
rebecca ‘0� and Dennis ouellette
ann and richard owen
richard owings ‘7�
Paal consulting, Pa
Myra and edmond Pace
Pacific rim imports
George Paddock
amanda Paige ‘04
erica Paladino ‘02, ‘04
emily Parke ‘04
Jerry Parker
Judith and Mayne Parker
ruth and Michael Parker
neva Parker
W. Morris Parker
Pascale industries, inc.
bob Patton
charlotte and David Paul
John Paulson
Terry ‘80 and Walter Paulson ‘79

Jennifer and brian Payton
Pc Hardware & Machinery company
leslie newell ‘88 and stuart Peacock
carla and bruce Pearce ‘97
brenda Pearson
Phyllis and robert Pence
evelyn and edward Penick
clementine infante ‘88 and charles Penix
Patricia and Joe Pennington
larry Pennington
Jean Pennucci
Margaret and Jack Penry ‘80
Yoriko Perritt
sara and Kevin Perry
Martha Perry
betty Perryman
Pet cremation services
Donna and David Peterson
Tom Peterson
elisabeth Phelps
Verna and larry Phifer
barbara Phillips
Doyle Phillips
John Phillips ‘9�, ‘97
Tad Phillips
Piano Kraft and organ co.
Gwenneth and richard Picard
Gina Pickett
ann ‘96 and ruston Pierce
lisa and Mickey Pierce
laurie and ray Pierce ‘95, ‘0�
shirley Pine
Kristiana ‘79 and John Pittenger
Planned Maintenance Program
Debbie and bruce Plopper
norvell Plowman
Tommy Polk
arlee Pollard
David Pollard ‘82
robert Pollefeyt
lillian and Jim Porter
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clyde smith
Jennifer and Daniel smith
ruth and Dennis smith
Mary Hurst and elwood smith
libby ‘85 and Griffin smith
Kay and John smith
sybil ‘71 and Julian smith
Kim and Paul smith
Janette and lewis smith
Janis and bruce smith
Danea and Graham smith ‘89
sandra and roy smith
sarah smith
steven smith
susan ‘75 and G. richard smith
Terry smith
Troy smith
lori burrows ‘04 and Jeff smithwick
carol and robert snelson
anne sorrells ‘82
ricardo sotomora
anita southard
southern comfort inns, inc.
southland racing corporation
barbara spahr-asleson
Mike spain
anne and James speed
Jill and andrew speed ‘98
Jean ‘79 and lyon speegle
Dixie speer
betsy and Martin spetich
carolyn ‘90 and David spillers
Daniel spillers
cathy and John spivey ‘90
rebecca and randy spooner
Judith and William springer
logan stafford
J. Patrick stair
carolyn and Jerry staley
Karen Watkins ‘9� and Ted standerfer
Jeffrey standridge ‘95, ‘99

Mary and edwin stanfield
Gwen stanley ‘05
James stanley
Joe stanley
ronald stark
Tom steele
Helen and Phillip stegall ‘72
Jeannine and James stephens
Martha ‘78 and Warren stephenson
Janet and Will stevens
caroline stevenson
Jerry stevenson
robin and Tom steves ‘70
Tracy and John stewart
June stewart
Janet and Michael stewart
Jean and Joseph stimers
Thomas stinnett
linda stipsky ‘89, ‘90
cheryl and charles stockton
Kathryn and robert stodola
Judy stolz
Jocelyn stoots
craig stotts
Tracy stotts
carolyn stowers
Jeanne and ray streiff
lana strickland
Martha strother ‘75
betty stuckey
studio Jonathan Kent
Deborah ‘02 and stanley stull
lynn and brian sudderth
Donald sugg ‘74
betty and everett sullivan
Gary sullivan ‘91
Patricia and John sullivan
Michael sullivan ‘72
susan and Greg sullivan
Daniel summers ‘90
sunbelt convention services company inc.

beverly ruthven ‘06
Donald ryan
Warwick sabin
sabra a. bartlett
suzanne saccente
Donna and bill sadler
emma and Joseph salazar
Mary salmon
barbara samuels
Dorothea and roy sanchez
catherine and lou sanders ‘49
Herbert sanderson
sandra sue roller Jenkins u/a Trust
Dero sanford
Doris sarver
Danny satterwhite
lucy sauer
roger saunders
saviers Partners llc
richard sayner
nancy barr and Mark schantz
carolyn and louis schaufele
Daniel scheiman
Maria schenetzke
Malinda and robert schmidt
Marcia and Jack schnedler
Dorothy schoettle
Marge and Thomas schueck
Denice and James schuler
nancy schuster
ethan schwartz
bryan scoggins
Dona and Gene scott
benny scott
shirley ‘95 and steve scott
susan and raymond scott
Jan and Michael scussel
Pattie sears
second Presbyterian church
Wendy see ‘01
Joanna and robert seibert

Hye-Won seo
Greg shapiro ‘92
elaine and Dennis sharp
Peter shattuck
lydiann and Hank shaw
Joyce and robert shaw ‘64
linda ‘77 and Jay shearer
Gene shelby
cheryl and John shelby
susan Heffern-shelton ‘99 and Dan shelton
shenanigans inc.
courtney sheppard
James sheren
christina ‘04 and brad sherman
stephanie and Phillip sherwin
David shoaf
Jeannette shorey
Judith and steven short
shuffield appraisal services
Pattie and James shuffield
belinda and robert shults
steve shults
Melanie and William siegel
coleen ‘82 and Paul siitonen
Mary and Hugh silkensen
Joshua silverstein
carol silverstrom ‘04
Don simone
charlie simpson ‘05
William sims ‘9�
leslie singer
sandra and l. G. singleton
becky and steve singleton
robin sipes
sheri skaggs ‘96
raynell and robert skinner
cathryn and John slater
ellen smaardyk
Dianne and Douglas smart
carlas smith ‘06
charles smith
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brenda and James Vontungeln
barbara and James Wafford ‘04
amanda chapman and  

scotty Waggoner ‘04
Gretchen Wagner
lorri and Jack Wagoner ‘56
nancy and bruce Waldo
billie and Donald Waldrip
Joe Waldrum
barbara Walker
Jacqueline Walker ‘84
Jada Walker
Joyce and John Walker
Joleen Walker
Kimberly and Mark Walker
reita Walker-Miller
ralph Wallace
amelia ‘86 and Donn Walters
amy Yetley and William Walters
Joe Walton
betty and John Ward
Paul Ward ‘84
Thomas Ward
Marlene and David Ware
Marcia and richard Warrick
Jessica Washington-evans ‘97
Mary ann and robert Watson
bettye ‘86 and Marc Watts ‘86
Julia Henderson ‘91 and Michael Watts ‘90
Judy and James Wear
robert Weaver ‘01
Katherine Webb
Kathy Webb
becky Weber ‘89
raymond Weber ‘70, ‘77
elizabeth and Pablo Wedel
laura and Mack Welch
The Wellness studio
Kathy and George Wells
Gail and lewis Wells
Kay and charles Werninger

Jeremy West
bud Whetstone
Danny White
Mary and Wallace Whiteaker
raymond Whittier ‘56
allidel and John Whitwell
amy Widner
Denise and steve Wiedower
c. James Wierdsma
carlyn langston-Wilbourn and sanford 

Wilbourn
Gail ‘71 and Dale Wilcox ‘67
Patty and Joe Wilkerson
Patricia ‘8� and charles Wilkerson
Josetta Wilkins
carol Williams
Virginia ‘80, ‘8� and e.G. Williams ‘91
Glenn Williams
ann and richard Williams
robert Williams
sherry and ronald Williams ‘87
Terry and steve Williams
carrie and nathaniel Wills
nancy and frank Wilson
rebecca Wilson
robert Wilson
cary ‘84 and William Wilson ‘97
emma and earl Wimberly
Wimmer baldwin associates, inc.
rozanne Winger
barbara Gilbert-Wise and George Wise
christine and lloyd Withers ‘85
Tina Turner and ray Wittenberg
Walter Wojciechowski
shelley and Donald Wold
Mary and Joseph Wolfenberger
brenda and richard Womack
Wendy ‘82 and Thomas Wood
John Woodard
Margaret ‘86 and Mark Woods
carol and James Woolly

Milanne and eric sundell
richard sundermann
swaffar Jewelers
ronald swager
anna ‘94 and edward swaim
Paula swaim
augustus swain
laurie swain ‘98
brandy sweeden
frank swift ‘82
sarah and Jeffrey swindler
rhonda and James syler
rebeca and John Talburt
Ming fang Tao and Peiyi Tang
J. sky Tapp
Gina and Philip Tappan
Matthew Tatus
aaron Taylor
Tasha and andrew Taylor ‘05
erin Taylor
Deborah and eugene Taylor
Joel Taylor ‘84
Melanie Taylor
Patricia Taylor
Team Max, inc.
Maysel and stanley Teeter
robert Telchin
Kate Terrell ‘99
Terry burruss architects
alvin Terry
andy Terry
Kelly Terry
sara and Douglas Thom
Megan and chris Thomas ‘01
elmer J r Thomas
Mayra Thomas-riollano and Jan Thomas
Timothy Thomas ‘96
avinash Thombre
rebecca and reed Thompson ‘61
betty Thompson
Virginia and Don Thornton

betty and ray Thornton
Kathryn Thrailkill
John Tipshus
cynthia and John Tisdale
TMe inc.
Melinda and lou Tobian
linda and Dennis Todd
laVerne Tolliver
robert Trammell ‘80
sandra and William Tranum
sarah ‘05 and clint Travis ‘04
Kenda Treadway ‘57
lori and robert Trevino ‘97
rosemary Trevino
Judy and William Trice
Trotter ford
carol and David Trotter
becky and everett Tucker
stephen Tucker
eileen Turan ‘05
Deborah and Danny Turner
lou Turner ‘98, ‘01
ann and David Turney
lisa Twillie ‘99
John Tylenda
Denise and brian ullem
sue and clyde ulmer ‘85
Michael underwood
us bank national association
Talmage Van spence
Vercie and James Vandergrift
clefton Vaughan
sheila and larry Vaught ‘79
Gloria Venable
christina Verderosa
Jennifer Vess ‘04
carol Vick ‘72
Pam and Gary Villines
Vincent Vinikas
Virginia & Dr. Ted bailey family foundation
carl Vogelpohl
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Marj anderson
ralph anderson ‘92
richard anderson
sally anderson
bart angel ‘9�, ‘08
John ansel
anna and charles antonini
Kenneth archer ‘89
arline’s individuality in skin care
Marjorie armon ‘02
elizabeth armstrong ‘42, ‘88
Joy and stan arnhamn
stephanie and David arnold
Janet aronson
nichole ashford
samuel atcherson
Mary and robert atkins
James atkinson
ronnie atkinson ‘98, ‘01
sorronto aubrey
irene and robert augustyn
James aunspaugh ‘97
christine austin
Debra austin ‘02
Helen austin
Tara austin
Pamela avaltroni
Patricia ayer ‘98, ‘07
Megan ayres
earl babbie
radu babiceanu
Dianne and ali bachari
John bacon ‘96
Dona bailey ‘04
Kelsey bailey ‘0�
lee bailey
Paul bailey
robert baillie
andrew baker ‘08
barbara baker
Danny baker

Kris and John baker
Marion baker
ruth baker
Joey baldwin
Dana ball ‘04
Ginger and William baltosser
sherry and randolph baltz ‘85
Donna casparian and Preston bandy
Kabias bankston
felisha baquera ‘06
catherine and John baran
Diane barber
John barbuto ‘07
sarah barham ‘07
linda barker
Janice barnes ‘64
betty ‘98 and charles barnett ‘9�
Jillian and John barnett
betty and Michael barnett
June and Tom barron
Donna barry
erin barry-Powell
nancy and David bartlett
elaine barton
Darcy baskin
frances and ben bateman
barbara Miles ‘91 and Hank bates
Jeannie bates
Julie ‘9� and Kenneth bates
Tiffany bates ‘05
Patricia ‘87 and francisco batres
Denis baum
coskun bayrak
leland beach
beadmakers Holland & sage
Michele and charles beale
Margareta and Guy beard
laura and Jordan beard
carol and robert bearden
Glen beasley
V. sue beauford

Wordsworth books & company
elizabeth and John Workman
Mark Worley
Kathleen ‘8� and William Worthen
Thelma and lorne Worthy
sue ‘51 and Jerry Wrape ‘66
barbara Wright
charles Wright ‘79, ‘84, ‘86
Donna Wright
Jonathan Wright
sherri and randall Wright ‘80
robert Wright
Writing our World Press
sharon Wrobel
nancy and Mark Wyatt
Martha Wyre
David Yarbrough ‘08
Yijun Ding and Xiu Ye
Yeary lindsey architects
Janice Yeatman ‘75
York Gary autoplex, inc.
carol and Douglas Young
Heather Young
Dorothy and Paul Young
regina and Perry Young
Patricia Youngdahl
lynn Zeno
ningning Wu and Jing Zhang
rhonie and Dennis Zymboly

Bronze
$1 - $99

a nurturing Touch inc.
clay aaron
Joseph abbate ‘06
beth and luther abbott
James abercombie ‘46
Ginger abernathy
susan and frederick ablondi

lucy abraham ‘91
Travis acklin
evelyn adams
ingrid adams ‘95
rose adams
Tamme adams
elsie adkins
carole adornetto
Dorothy ahring ‘68, ‘70
Mary and richard aiken
nagar ajan
Jeanne akins ‘42
betty alexander
brenda alexander
Kathleen and cecil alexander
Kate and Jason alexander
Gladys alford
leighanne alford
Heather alford-sanders ‘06
barbara allen
charlene ‘01, ‘0� and billy allen
roberta and James allen
ruth allen
samuel allen ‘04
carol allin
blanche alman
barbara alston
Marjorie beggs-altizer and russell altizer
Genice alvarez
Joyce and David ames
lauri ames
Donna and ramiro anaya
Mary and charles anderson
Donna and clyde anderson ‘69
Denise anderson
Janet and James anderson
Jane anderson
Jean anderson
Joan anderson
leif anderson
lynda anderson

*Deceased *Deceased
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The box Turtle
Greta and John boyette
Margaret bradley
Mildred bradley
Mildred and Wayne bradley
rozalyn and robert bradley
Martin brady
susan and brian bragg
Mary ‘49, ‘81 and eddie branton
robert brasher ‘70
barbara and sidney bray
Janet and John breen ‘87, ‘88
Debi brewer
nell brewer
ann bridgers
John bridges
anncha briggs
sally and James britt
Joy and Henry broach
eleanor and Glenn brooks
charlotte brown and robert brown, P.a.
francine and brian brown
lally and Winston brown
Terese and Danny brown
Darmae brown
Delores brown
earnest brown
ann and James brown ‘00
Jeanne and r. J. brown
Veronika Hoskova-brown and Micah H. 

brown
oliver brown ‘00
sherry brown
Tonisha brown
Valerie brown
Donna and William brown
Diane browne
Janet browne ‘74
Kevin browne
carolyn and James bruce
Kenneth brumley

James brunet
Paul bruns
amy rossi ‘74, ‘77 and Joe bryan
belinda bryant
Keesha bryant
Pamela bryant
anne ‘8�, ‘85 and Wayne bryant ‘66
Philip buck
buffalo Grill West
Kenneth buja
betty bullard
Will bullard
evelyn and billy bullington
lynn bulloch
Judy and Davis bullwinkle
lorraine bumpass
clea and s. aaron bunch
sherry bunt
elisabeth burak
Jessie burchfield ‘89, ‘05
amy burgess
Janice burgess
Greg burghardt
John burgin
Marguerite and s. H. burgin
Marilyn and William burke
Janet and arvil burks
elaine and Thomas burks ‘84
renee burks
Danny burleson
nancy burnett
William burnett
Jonathan burnham
Howard burris
cindy and Dan burrow
baker bush
Jose bustos
Janice and James butenschoen
betty butler
Dana Derrington and bill butler
shannon butler ‘08

ben beaumont
charlotte beck ‘07
Dovie and James beck ‘84
amanda and robert beck
ann and steven beck ‘79, ‘82
catherine becker ‘04
nancy becker
Ginger and Mike beebe
Janet behrend ‘02, ‘06
ann and ray bell
Michael bell
Galan bell
Georgia bell
Klansee bell
linda bell ‘68, ‘88
Patti bell ‘02
Tonya bell ‘95, ‘96, ‘97
lauren bellomy ‘08
lorraine belote
larry benfield
brandi ‘92 and David bengtson
carly benkov
amy bennett ‘08
Jennifer and cody bennett
bennigans
King benningfield
benton co Democratic comm
bryan benton
Karl benz ‘04
susan benzick
Pamela and alvin berndt
lori and christopher berry
Marcey berry
Jennifer and allen best
abhijit bhattacharyya
lynn biederstadt
cheryl bigelow
linda and John bilheimer
bill Junior’s auto sales
Heather binder
Johnathan binyon

*raymond biondo
linda and Johnny bird
Wendy bird
chaka birl
Peggy and richard birzer
chelsea bishop ‘02
cynthia bishop
Tara bittle
James blachly
Pamela and David blackburn
roderick blacksher
sharon and John blackwood
Virginia ‘56 and Gene blagg ‘54
elizabeth blass
barbara blaylock
amy blocker
Kwasi boateng
rosemary and James bobo ‘05
betsy and richard bochte
annie boehm ‘07
lyuba and Martin bogan
David bogard ‘68
Michael bohannon
Jeanne bohlman
scott bona ‘82
Karolyn bond ‘96
Jennifer ‘99 and charles bonds
Marcie and Jaydn bonifas
barbara bonner
leesa and robert boon
carolann and curtis boone
susan ‘84 and robin borné
Jenny and barry boshears
anston bosman
frances bostian
Janice and Donald botner
Mary and W. e. bourne
angelique and robert boury
sharon bowles-adams
susan bowling ‘00, ‘01
barbara and charles bowlus

*Deceased *Deceased
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ann clemmer
Michael clemons ‘80
Mark clifford ‘0�
Deborah climer
bonnie clinton ‘77
Joan and Dan clinton
Michelle and ahbe coates
lynn and David coates
nidia cochran
lana coelho
Darcy cogdell ‘08
Paula coger ‘01
Daryl coker
colaianni Piano and Music Ventures
sara and Keith colden
catherine and elwood cole
Wendy cole ‘02, ‘08
Kathy ‘95 and Keith collard
shannon collier-Tenison
Marc collins
nancy J. collins
nancy r. collins
rebecca collins
Tashayla collins ‘02
Tracy collins
combs & company
John compton ‘75
christy and David comstock
sandra cone ‘82
cynthia conger
shayne conine
annette connaway
christopher cook
elaine and David cook
Deborah cook ‘06
Jason cook
leslie coop ‘95, ‘97
Martha and Dennis coop
ann cooper
siodhan cooper
Henry core

corky’s
susan and Gerard cormier
carolyn cornwell
nancy and robert corwyn ‘95
Gloria cother ‘49
candice cotton
claudia and John courtway
Martha and sylvere coussement
Tina coutu ‘0�
lee cowan ‘80
emily cox
frank cox
Grant cox ‘06
Kathy cox
Molly cox
laura Wiltshire ‘87 and Paul cox
Diane and edward crafts
evelyn craig
Dina and bob crane
lara crane
chris cranford
ruth craw ‘05
cynthia crawford
Kathryn and John crawford
Marian crawford
Dawn and Michael creekmore
Joan ‘89 and David crews
carol siemon and David crockett
Gertrude cromwell
lisa and carl cross
Matt crouch
Jeff crow
Karen and charles crutchfield
Janet and stephen cuffman
Jingbiao cui
carole and Harold culp
lewis culver
Paula ‘8�, ‘01 and chester cummins ‘8�
David cunning
rita ‘81 and elijah cunningham ‘81
charles curb

Kenton byrd
Janet and Phillip byrd
roisin byrne
c.J. and eva Dixon living Trust
Jill cabe-Hill
Kathy and benny cagle
Mildred calhoun
Thomas calhoun
frances callahan
Michael calvert
amanda camp ‘07
constance campbell
George campbell
Joan campbell
laura campbell
cantrell Gardens nursery
James caple
Marilyn caple
carl cardin
David cardwell ‘84, ‘86
laura and Michael carenbauer
Martha carle
susie carlisle
Torquil carlisle
Keith carlson
Geraldine carroll
leah carroll ‘0�
Patricia carroll
clarence carson
rene and David carson
Peggy carter
richard and richard carter
beth and brian carty
stephanie ‘90 and samuel caruthers
Danna and Patrick carver
alicia cash ‘04
Patsy and Joe cash
Tammie cash ‘98, ‘02
Herschel cast
angela castiglione
Paul castleberry ‘8�

steve castleberry
Michael caswell
Gilbert caver
Jane cazort
cedar rock Yoga studio inc.
frankie ‘8� and Dana chadwick ‘79
charlie and sam chaffin
Priya Gupta and indranil chakraborty
Marsha and Gary chambers
Mary chambers
Geraldine chandler ‘40
Katie and robert chandler
cheryl chaney
Dustin chapman
stephen charla
James charles ‘02, ‘05
Kae chatman
Paul and Paul cheatham ‘72
Mary cherepski
Jennifer chilcoat
lois and arthur chism
Janice chmielewski
Mohit chopra
freda and charles christian
lisa christman
angela and Mark christos ‘86
Joy chuck
sharon and bruce chucoski
lloyd church
Mona churchwell
nila and ronald ciesiel
nicole claas
aaron clark
chrishauna clark ‘08
Gary clark
roberta clark ‘05
sarah clark
cynthia clarke-fehrenbach
chris clement
Jennifer clement
sherry clements

*Deceased *Deceased
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betsy Domingue ‘07
robert Donaldson
alice Dong
elizabeth Donovan
Michael Donovan
bradley Doom
linda ‘89 and Jan Dorn
Dorothy l. Hope revocable Trust
Patricia Doss
Jay Doster
barbara Dover
clarissa Dowdy
carolyn Dowling
Dr. suzanne Yee cosmetic & laser surgery 

center
catherine Drilling ‘69
oliver Driver
lou Drummond
Margaret Dsilva
carol and bob Dubbelde
alan Dubois
alice and Michael Dudoich
edwin Dunaway
chris Dunbar
Valarie Duncan
*W.T. Dungan
Jane and charles Dunn
Hugh Dunnahoe
Danielle Dupreux
lorraine Duso
nancy and Vernon Dutton ‘85
cristina ‘98 and bruce Dye
lenora and David a. Dyer
Marian and David H. Dyer
Dorothy east
rex easter
shirley ebert
Marleen eddlemon
frank edmonds
Kathryn edmonson
John edwards ‘88

cynthia and John edwards
Marla edwards ‘06
shawna edwards
Peggy egan ‘02
stephanie Dhonau ‘00 and Patrick egan
cathy and randy ego
Patricia eichler
erick elder
James elder
John eley
randall eller
roger elliot
caroline elliott
John elliott
atrid and lee elliott
eileen ellis
Patricia ellis
linda ellison
stephen elmore
nancy elphingstone
Mark elrod
sharon ‘79 and richard emmel
John engelhorn
emily english
allen engstrom
Joan erickson
Tim erwin
susan eschenbrenner ‘7�
estate of Marian l. Williams
Jane and bob estes
Donna and David etchieson
cynthia and Timothy eubanks
ruby and charles evans ‘82
Daniel evans
randi evans
Tracy evans
W. randy evans
albert everett ‘88
Judy ‘84 and eddie everett
Vickie and Philip everitte
audra and Gerald evert

Jill and Geoffrey curran
scott curran ‘06
Kay curry
nich curton
W. cary curzon
carol and louis cyr
Tina ‘97 and Mark cyr
serhan Dagtas
skip Dahlgren
Dolores brazil and Theodore Dale
Damgoode Pies
Douglas Damron
Donna Daniels
sandra ‘79, ‘92 and Jan Dannaway
Dan Darnell
Daughters of charity
lillian Davenport
carolyn Davidson ‘90
elizabeth Davidson
Mari Davidson
Peggy Davies
Walker Davis ii
betty Davis
carolyn Davis ‘56
eunice Davis
linda and Gary Davis
beverly foster and Martin Davis ‘82
nancy Davis
Phylesia Davis ‘92, ‘97
robert Davis
shannon and scott Davis
Willie Davison
ann Day
charles Day
robin and Gary Dean
Margaret and richard Dearnley
charles Deboard
bryan Debusk
Heather Dedman
cynthia Dedner
Denise Deeb

sharon ‘69 and Donald Deems
frankie and James DeGeorge
susa Deimel
Tony Dejarnatt
eric Del Giacco
billie ‘58 and richard Delay ‘61
sharon Deloache
rita ‘04, ‘08 and Kent Deloney
Patricia and lawson Delony
alison and lephiew Dennington
Mabel Denny
christopher Deren
Terri Desio ‘89
susan Detrick
frederick Dever 
Mollie Deveraux
Thomas Devine
christy Devor
nealon DeVore
christian Devries
Mamadou Diatta
edward Diaz
shawna Diaz ‘0�
Wendy and robert Dicicco
Tony Dick
steven Dickens
Pat and Herbert Dicker ‘72, ‘74
stefanie and Paul Dickinson
remmel Dickinson ‘7�
becky and steve Diedrich
Diet center of little rock
eunice Diggs
Mary and Tom Dillard
liz DiPrince
Katherine Dishongh
addison Dittrich
Kelli Dixon
richard Dixon ‘48
catherine Dobbins ‘01, ‘0�
Valerie Dodd
Jennifer Dodson

*Deceased *Deceased
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brigita and Guy Gardner
Mary Gardner
shirley and Gordon Garlington
Kirsten Garner
richard Garrett
sara Garrison
anthony Gary
brent Gasper
elizabeth Gaston
Mary Gates
billy Gatlin
Janis Geddes
Patricia Gee
Maria Geels
Donald Gehrlein
susan and christopher Gele ‘90
betholyn ‘75 and cornelius Gentry
Debra and Thomas Gentry ‘95
Mark George
Gail and Joseph Gerard ‘56, ‘75
Patricia Gernold ‘75
Kathleen Geske
Jennifer Gess
israel Getzov
Pauline Ghidotti
Julia and James Gibbons
William Gibbs
ruth and charles Gibson
Pamela ‘89 and sam Gibson
Gibson-branton reporting service
cynthia and Mitchell Gilbert
roy Gilbert
Marguerite Giles
Patrice Giles-simpson
Marjem and John Gill
Mary and lee Gillespie ‘91
Mary and carl Gilliland
ron Gimblet
Gerda Ginzel
Janinne and Joseph Giroir
Mary Gitchel ‘84

Gerry Glaseo
betty and Dewey Glasscock ‘46
Melissa Glover ‘96
Pamela Glover
Terry Glover
anne Gochenour
Patricia and William Godbold
Patricia and richard Goheen
Ken Golatt
leigh Golden ‘00, ‘0�
Joe Golding
lorelei Gonzalez
Melanie and Jon Goodell
Veronica ‘70 and Ted Goodloe
Mark Goodman
Wes Goodner
Peggy ‘91 and Henry Goodspeed
Kelly and andrew Goodwin
David Goodwin ‘98, ‘04
Gertrude Goolsby ‘80
Judith ‘79 and Marion Gordon
Paul Gordon
Thelma Gordon
Karla and James Goss
Mary Gould ‘71
cheryl and nick Grable
nancy Graddy
erica Graham ‘05
carol and G. Grimsley Graham
Priscilla and robert Graham
Debra and Dennis Grandle
brenda and William Grandon
Jesse Gravenmier ‘91
John Graves
John W. Graves
nicole Gray
Peggy Gray
shirley Gray ‘92
Tammy and larry Gray
ruth and Thomas Gray ‘79
charlotte Green

earlann and fred faas
facci’s italiano restaurant
amana fahoum ‘07
robert falk
Greta and frank falkner
James falls ‘01
Thomas farler
Donna and James farmer
Janet and Gene farnsworth
Phoebe farris
faulkner county Democratic Women
sarah and Donald faust
Karen and Marvin fawley
anne and Joe felan
Holly felix ‘88
clay fendley
Judith fendley
Todd ferguson ‘94
robert ferris
bobbie and bruce fielden
Don fields
ed figarsky
anne and lou figone
Marie fikes
carol ‘85 and Michael fimmen
Terrye and clark fincher
Kathy finderly
first arkansas insurance, little rock
David fiser
Gabriel fisher
Phyllis fisher
Michelle and John fitzgerald
caris and ryan fitzgerald
Paula and elton fitzhugh
Tara fitzhugh
laura flanagan
Wesley flanigan
Kay and stuart fleischner
Jo fleming
rebekah fleming
susan and Victor fleming ‘78

bobby floyd
Dorothy and George foehringer
John foley
Kimball and Mabry ford ‘75
renee lebeau-ford and Patrick ford
richard ford
Mary and Mark fortune ‘02
brooke foster
nancy and James foster
betty fowler ‘44
Tristan fowler
Vervinia francis
carl frank
Greg frank
John franks
steve franks
coreen frasier
Donna frazier
William freeburn
ann and John freely
Donald freeman
Virginia freemyer
sarah french
Mike friedrichsmeyer
Hugh frisby
Karen frost ‘96
sara and Jeff fruechting
sylvia fu ‘05
Deborah fudge ‘06
elias fuentes
Mary fuller ‘8�
loris and Jay fullerton
Mark funk
Kai’opua fyfe
Kamika Gaines
elizabeth McWeeny and Philip Gallaher
Gallery 26, inc.
Gabriel Galster
James Galusha ‘08
Maricella Garcia
rosemary Garcia
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conrad Harvin
Geneva Harwell
Tonya Hass
lynda Hassell
Mary Hasty
Gail and Joe Hatcher
roy Hatfield
Janie Hathoot
stephanie Haught-Wade
anna and bernard Hauser
barbara and Howard Hawes
carolyn and William Hawes
Mary and everett Hawks
Teresa Hayden
freddie Hayes
Danny Haynes
Diane Haynes
Michelle Haynes
shari Hays
annette and William Hays
eric Hayward
Kathryn Hazelett
susan and James Heard
Patricia and arnold Hearn
James Heath
sylvia and richard Heien ‘90, ‘94
Kathryn Heller
cheryl Hellmann
carol and craig Henderson
Melissa ‘01 and Dan Hendricks
christine Hendrickson
rosemary Henenberg
betty Hennelly
Marguerite Hennessy
Darrin Henning ‘07
autumn Henry ‘05
rusty Henry
randy Henslee
Terry Henson ‘68
Teresa ‘01 and Kirke Herman ‘84
robert Herring

andrea Herrmann
Herzfeld law firm Pa
carroll Hester
robert Hewett
steve Heye
courtney Heyl
Patricia and John Hickman
Keith Hickman
sue Hickman ‘7�
Gregory Hicks ‘96
ferrol and richard Hicks
Paula and David Higginson
William High
ann and chester Hight
Jane Hightower
Heather and Dennis Hignite
Michela Hill
Paul Hill
bill Hillery
Kathryn and Jerry Hilton
sara Himelfarb
Mitzi Hines
robert Hines
Kevin Hinkson ‘06
Gertrude and nix Hipp
Kelly Hitt ‘9�
alison and Wilbur Hitt
selma ‘55 and richard Hobby
Marilyn Hodges
robert Hodges
raymond Hodges
russell Hoerman
David Hogan
stacey Hogue
Margaret Holaway
stuart Holcomb
nick Hole
Kay and George Holland
sandra and larry Holland
sherlee Holland
andrea Hollander

Kathryn and David Green ‘00
ed Green
Priscilla ‘80 and William Green
sarah and Don Green
John Greene
sandy and larry Greene
sara Greene
anne Greenfield
annette and Donald Greenland
Jann Greenland
Jessie and David Greenman
J. Daniel Greenwood
Kathy Grey-finderly
carol Griffee
carla Griffin ‘92
Kristina Griffin ‘00
betty Griffis
Donald Grigg
ann Marshall and anthony Grigsby
James Grissom
Jennifer and Michael Gross
Therese Grossman
cynthia and Harold Grubbs
David Gruenewald
Joyce and Michael Grundy
chun-shan Gu
andre Guerrero
Mary and adam Guise
Jan and Jon Guthrie
louise and roy Gutierrez
shannon ‘9�, ‘98 and Geoff Gwinn
Glenda Hackett
Tiffany and ian Hadden
shelly Haddox
betsy and calvin Hagan
Jeremy Haggard
reza Hakkak
Tiana Haley
akasha Hall
charlotte and barry Hall
Kathy and John Hall

Jane and Harold Hamilton
Jeane Hamilton
lauren Hamilton ‘06
rebecca Hamilton ‘96
charles Hancock
Donald  Haney
caleb Hankins
edwin Hankins
Mary Hankins
Diane and ray Hanley
faye Hanson
Karen Harbut
candace Hardin
Mary and lu Hardin
Wafa and sami Harik
irene Harkleroad
catherine and louis Harp
christin Harper
Genie Harper
Jim Harper ‘79
Michael Harper
Mary Harpole ‘97
robert Harrell
steven Harrelson ‘00
roxanne Harrington
Donna and russell Harrington
alice Harris
antje Harris ‘86
John Harris
Georgia and Kayo Harris
Kristin and Keith Harris
Jana and Pat Harris
shannon Harris
Wyvonia Harris
Terry Harrison
ian Harrod ‘05
Diana and richard Harsa
betsy Hart ‘04
leJean Hart
Marjorie and robert Hart
Jeanne and charles Harvey
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John Johnson
Kelly Johnson ‘97
laura Johnson
linda Johnson ‘75, ‘87
lisa Johnson
Debra and Michael Johnson
Patricia Johnson
ronnie Johnson ‘04
rubben Johnson ‘98
sherrel Johnson
stephanie ‘98 and cory Johnson
Talayia Johnson
Wendy Johnson ‘02
cheryl Johnston ‘89, ‘92
Jessica Johnston ‘07
leann and Wayne Johnston
Vivian Joiner
Vance Jones 
andrew Jones ‘07
aubrietta Jones
bill Jones
brandie ‘01 and Justin Jones
Jerry Jones
Judy and Jerry Jones
Kathleen Jones
Kevin Jones
Kim Jones
Mark Jones
Mary Jones ‘9�
Phyllis ‘92, ‘97 and David Jones
ramona Jones
amber and scott Jones
Tangie Jones
Teresa and christopher Jones
ruth ‘79 and William Jones
amy Jordan
shannon and Paul Jordan ‘76, ‘94
steven Jordan
susan and scott Jordan
sue and Don Joyce
ersie Joyner

Holly Judd
June’s Hallmark Gold crown
Janet Jupin
nolan Justice
leslie and billy Justus
Jerry Kahler
lara Kahler
Ken Kalb
Theresa Kalb
seth Kalish
Hong Kang
elsa Kanner
Julie Kaplan
Jim Kaput
laverne Kasper
Patricia and robert Katayama
anne Greenwood and James Katowich
Marilyn and larry Kauffman
scott Kaufman ‘96
amrit Kaur
Kawasaki sports center, inc.
Teresa Keathley
Kira and bevan Keating
lynne and rick Keckler
Gary Keedy
Margaret Keet
scott Keith
Valerie Keith
Margaret and charles Kelly
John Kelly
Karen ‘84 and Paul Kelly
lucille Kelly
Marjorie Kelly
Mike Kelly
rebecca Kelly
betty Kempf
lumas Kendrick
Kay and frazier Kennedy
stephanie Kennedy
Kimberly Kenney
Mary Keogh

bankie and Donald Holley
natalie Holley ‘05
Terri Hollingsworth
chris Holloway
barbara and sam Hollowell ‘84
Jill Holman
bruce Holsted
Jane and Jack Holt
Kathy and Kent Holt ‘86
Gwen Holton
andrea ‘07 and chris Hooten
faith Hopkins
Kevin Hopkins
barbara and William Horgan
brian Horn
Patti Hornbeck ‘04
betty Horne
Mary Horne
ellen and lawrence Horseman
cathy and John Horton
Phyllis Horton
Vickey Houle
raymond House ‘87
Yelena and John House
susan Hout
Mitchell Hudson
Mac Huffman ‘79
allyson Hughes ‘0�
Gail Hughes
Jen Hughes
Melissa Hughes
beth Hume ‘01
Jennifer Hune ‘82
lynda and William Hungerford
luke Hunsicker
cary and fred Hunt
James Hunt ‘0�
Marilyn and George Hunt
angela Hunter
susie and edward Huntington
James Hurst ‘07

Vickie Huston
Donna and roy Hutchison
cristy and richard Hutto
Terri and richard Hutton
David Hyatt
nancy Hyde
impact Managenent Group, inc.
bernie ingason
JoGayle and John ingram
libby ingram
Patricia ingram
Kamran iqbal
Gayle and Peter ireland
ann irwin
carol and Gary isom
Toran isom
Jack T. carter company inc.
alberta Jackson
bernice Jackson
courtenay Jackson ‘87
ruby and Gerald Jackson
Virginia and conrad Jacobsen
William Jagitsch ‘84
barbara and bruce James ‘9�, ‘97
cleveland James
Doris James ‘90, ‘94
Phil James
raphael James
frances and G. Thomas Jansen
Georgia and Joseph Janush
anne and John Jarrard
Jarrett Property Management eYbJ, llc
stephanie and andreas Jaworski
Jay Jennings
Herta Jesse
suzanne Jessup
chris Jett
Kelly Jobe
Jennifer Johansen
bonnie Johnson ‘05
clay Johnson
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sandra lichty
Jacquelyn and ivy lincoln
craig lindelow
Patricia Wilkinson and John lindeman
Wilma linder
larry lindly
ann lindsay
Patricia and Jack linquist
Debby linton
Daniel littell
Kimberly little 
courtney little ‘04
Marlisa Griffith and leonard livesay
lou and Kenneth locke
ivan loder
John lohmann
lois c. looney Trust
Donna lombardi
anita long ‘94
brenda long ‘81
stewart long
Kelly simon and charles look
rita ‘85 and randy looney ‘85
rachel and anthony lorenz
Mildred ‘88 and Harry loucks
berna love ‘02
Jocelyn love ‘07
Pamela and Tommy loveless
Jennifer lowrey
Marian and Harry lubansky
John lukas
edgar luna-Mendoza
Terri and Marion luneau
Greg lunsford
lance luplow
lisa luyet ‘96
lowell lybarger
nell and robert lyford
Matt lyles
alan lytle ‘01
Merin and Michael Macechko

Mady Macguire
carolyn Macheak
Virginia Machen
anne Maddox
Michael Madell
Josephine reed and Mark Magis
eduardo Maglione ‘00
ruthann Magness ‘90
David Magouyrk ‘08
Mady Maguire ‘06
Kathryn Mahone
Justin Majors
Johnnie Mallory
Vicki ‘07 and blake Malpass ‘95
leslie Mangiamele ‘8�
Mugimane Manjanatha
swaroopa ‘00 and Mullahalli Manjunath
edwina Mann
linda and Michael Manson
Tara and Toby Manthey
Gayle Marcks
Maria l. camacho
Vernon Markham
Gary Markland
nancy Marley
serita Marlin
William Marone
carol and George Marshall
alaine Martaus
brad Martin
ernestine Martin
John Martin
laura Martin
sara Martin ‘99
robert Marus
cynthia  and f. e. Mason
natasha Mason
Zachary Mason
Jauan Massie
Judy and Michael Mathiowetz
Joy ‘96 and lester Matlock

Pamela and curt Keown
neelam and Gurdeep Khullar
Vicky and William Kiehl
sung Kim
Donna and steve Kimes
Georgianna King
Gloria King
elizabeth and Jerry King
stanley King
Dirk Kinney
Dianna Kinsey
elizabeth Kirby ‘9�
arlene and larry Kirkwold
James Klein
Melanie Knight
nancy Knighten
cynthia Knox ‘80
laura Koch ‘06, ‘07
linda and Martin Koehn
robbin and Karl Koenig
Margaret ‘71 and ray Koone
sue Kopple
bill Kopsky
Kathy Kordsmeier
sohelia Korourian
shilo Groover and David Korzen
sally and J. Morgan Kousser
benjamin Kowal
Peggy Krallman
Jason Kratz ‘04
necole and Wade Kreie
barbara Kresse
bridget and Kevin Kresse ‘84
Jeannette Krohn
Kathleen Krueger
Kenneth Kuhn
KWc advertising, inc.
owen ladd
chris ladner
nancy lake
Pheng lam ‘04

Kathy and Donald lamb
Janet and fred lamb
chad lambert
clem lambeth
brenda and billy lancaster
Dixie land
charles landrum
Joann and robert lane
Margaret langston
Janet lanza
Glenn ‘44 and richard larimore
angela and Jeremy lasiter ‘01
Karla latin
James lattin
Deborah laufersweiler-Dwyer
christina laurin ‘90
Mary law
Michael laws
amelia lawson
larry leduc
akaya lee ‘08
chang lee ‘99
Misty and christopher lee
David lee
carol and John lee
sarah lee
shelley ‘02 and roy lee
suzanne lee
Mary and Malcolm lehman
richard leithiser
Joan leland
Karen and russell lemond
Garry lemons
louis leonatti
barbara l’eplattenier
John lessel
anna and Gerhard levold
Kenneth lewis
roy lewis ‘84, ‘86
Dianne leyes
anne and arthur lichtenstein
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Patrice o’Donoghue and roy Mellor
lyle Melton
susana Menda
brandon Mercer
Daniel Meriwether
Merle norman cosmetics studio
Pat Merritt
ned Metcalf
barbara Metzger
ruth Metzger
Dianne ‘88, ‘90 and Mike Metzler
Philip Metzler
Damon Meyer
Tracey Meyer
Microsoft Giving campaign
ashley Middleton
Margaret and Morris Middleton
Mariofanna Milanova
nancy Milbourn
Kathy and robert Millard
elaine and Dave Millay ‘0�
Dale Miller ‘86
Tish and David Miller
Janice and Donald Miller
John Miller
Peggy and Keith Miller ‘81
natalee Miller
robert Miller
rosalyn Miller ‘87, ‘04
sonya Miller
Joyce Mills ‘85
sally Miner
Gloria Minor
caroline Minson
elizabeth and elsie Minton
alicia Mitchell
nancy Mitchell
robert Mitchell
Georgia ‘02 and Dominik Mjartan ‘02
stacy Moak
Judy and reza Mobarak

Julia Mobley
Max Mobley
Donald Mock
Maurine Moen
anne Molck
charles Molsbee
Yvonne Delnis and William Monagle
Yuliana Mondragon ‘06
ronnie Monroe
catesby Montague
Won Kee Moon
carol ‘98 and robert Moore
Debra Moore
edwin Moore
Jane Moore
ray Moore
Kathryn and scott Moore
Kimberly Moorehead
betty Moore-Wassell ‘�9
Dito Morales
frances Morgan ‘9�, ‘98
Kay and Horace Morgan
lela Morgan ‘06
Dorothy Morris
shanna Morris ‘0�
anna Morshedi
Debora and Peter Moschel
Michael Mosettig
Mike Mottler
libby Moudy
christine and Dirk Mouw
betsey Mowery
Michael Moyers
MTM, Warrior Princess llc
roberta Muelling
isabelle Muir
suzanne and benjamin Mullen
billie Mullen
Jody McMullen and Mark Mullenbach
barbara and earl Mulley
christina Mullinax

claire and Wayne Matthews
Heather lester and Jaman Matthews
Kate Matthews ‘02
sandra Matthews
lynne and leon Matthews
brian Mattingly
Donna Mattingly
Marvin Maurras
nancy May
Marty Mayfield
Danna Mayhall ‘01
christine Donahue Mayo and George Mayo
beth and larry Maze
ashley Mccafferty
constance Mccall ‘49
anita and Daniel Mccallum
Virginia Mccartney
Jennifer Mccarty ‘05
Melissa and andrew Mccauley
Margaret Mcclain
robert Mcclain
steven Mcclellan
Pat and Jim Mcclelland
Juan Mcclendon
Marjorie and bob Mccleskey
anita Mcclina
earnestine Mcclinton
sidney Mccollum
Terry and carl Mccormack
emma Mccoy
Kerry and Grady Mccoy ‘89
barbara and raymond Mccoy
Wanda Mccoy
andy Mccracken
brenda McDaniel
Peggy and Don McDaniel
Dustin McDaniel ‘98
eric McDaniel ‘00
John McDaniel
David McDonald
Janet Mcelwee

nancy Mcentyre ‘01
Dwayne Mcfarlan
Margaret and Horace McGaughy
rebecca and John McGraw
nancy McGraw
Molly McKaskle
Gail McKee ‘90
Martha broening ‘49 and billy McKelvey
erin McKelvey
linda and ralph McKenna
sheryl and Don McKenzie
Gail McKissick
linda Mclain
ronya Mclelland
Teresa Mclendon
Judith Mcleod
regina and John McMains
elizabeth McMath
emily McMath
robert McMath
Michael McMillan
Dean and a. T. McMillin iii
anthony McMullen
Matthew Mcnair
Jessica Mcneil
erma Mcneill
susie and H. G. Mcnew
richard McPheters
Mcrae equipment co.
ruth Weinstein-Mcshane and Joseph 

Mcshane
Mike Mcswain
Patty McWhirter
Kasey Meal
scott Means
carolyn and Thomas Mebane
Medi-Mart Pharmacy
emily and andrew Medlock
Michael Meeks ‘07
Mary Melberg
robert Melick
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brenda Pagan
samuel Paglianite ‘90
leona Paige
rebecca Palek
Trent Palmer
Jie Pan
shefali Panday
elaine and Michael Parfitt
Johnette and charles Parham
russell Parish
cheryl and Jerry Park
angela Parker ‘8�
Holly ‘76, ‘80 and David Parker ‘75
Jay Parker
Jeanne o’neill and robert Parker
Jimmy Parks ‘90, ‘9�
Jeff Parmer
James Parrish
Martha and William Parry
everett Partain
James Pate
fahsal Patterson
lorene and James Patterson
Dorothy and nelton Patterson
randall Patterson
rhonda Patton
clairbourne Patty
Diane Payne
Harold Payne
Margaret and bernal Payne
Maxine Payne
rodger Payne
Mildred and Pat Pearce ‘8�, ‘98, ‘02
Tristan Pearl
Pearson education
Peggy Pearson
Marilyn and M. c. Peevy
richard Peltz
lupe Pena
James Pence
rosanna Pence ‘85

carol Pennington
clydine Pennington
cynthia Penny
Karen and David Perdue
Joe Perez
Performance chevrolet cadillac
Gail Perkins ‘94
Donna and Tony Perrin
nathan Perry
steven Person
Jessica Peterson
betty and Mark Peterson ‘80, ‘82
susan and Paul Peterson
renae Peterson
Todd Peterson
nancy and Don Pfeifer
Paul Pfeifer
Gina Pharis
Jeannine Phelps ‘85
lane and robert Phelps
Philip and florence Deer foundation
Kathryn and James Phillips
John Phillips ‘48
Katherine Phillips
levi Phillips
Tiffany Phillips
Kasiya Philri
allison Pickell
betty and John Pickett
Gretchen and randy Pierce
Dick Pierson
Philip Piga
Vaughn and John Pike
linda Pine ‘86
len Pitcock ‘97
nathan Pittman
Plantation services, inc.
elizabeth Plowman
Tarus Plummer
Jo ‘78 and Phillip Plunkett
antoine Poe

James Mullins
saima and Hamid Mumtaz
Mary lou and leo Munford
ann and charles Murdoch
frances and oddist Murphree
britt Murphy
Judith Murphy
linda Murphy ‘08
shakarie Murphy ‘01, ‘07
David Murray
fayetta Murray
Maribeth Murray
Mary and Jody Musgrove
Tara ‘01 and Joseph Musgrove ‘02
ann Myers ‘77
christina and Mark Myers ‘05
Melissa Myers ‘01
rose nabholz
Peggy nabors
carolyn nagel ‘94
Wilson naggs
brian nahan
Keith napolitano
carol nash ‘94
Karama neal
Gloria negual
linda ‘9� and Daniel nelson ‘91
edward nelson ‘85
Martha and stewart nelson
Juanita new ‘41
nicole and robert newcome
Tommy newman
Keith newton
barbara newtown
alison and richard nicholas
nicholas nichols
nannette nicholson
bonnie and sam nickol
Marie niech
James nield
christopher nielsen ‘06

ann nieto
Tish and a. Wyckliff nisbet, Jr.
alex nisbet
Marsha nix
amanda nolen
nathan nolen ‘06
carol ann and Donald nolley
Michael nooner
sherry and Tommy norrell ‘94
Jeff norris
Margie and Herrn northcutt ‘92
regina norwood
bridgett and Wynton norwood
ellen and J. William nuckolls
James oakes
Jeanette and James oberst
Dan oberste
lara obert
shawn o’brien
elaine and richard o’connor
r. soctt ogilby
carole ohlsen
linda and shadrach okiror
laura smith-olinde and frank olinde ‘06
Kathryn ‘06, ‘08 and Thomas oliverio
buckley o’Mell
craig o’neill
online resources corporation
Michael orlando
anita orr ‘86
nina orsini ‘90
Delores ost
Joan Dudley and erik ostermueller
ernest oswalt
rosalie otters
brooke owen ‘04
Pamela owen
sallye owens
ozark capital corporation
carmelita Pablo
Mark Pace
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larry rhodes
Daryl rice
Grace rice
Maylon rice
Jerry richard
James richardson
alice rideout
Hope rider
russ riegel
Janet and b. l. riggs
Mary beth ringgold
shawn roachell
Donna bradshaw and charles robb
robbins Toyota, inc.
Karen roberson ‘95, ‘99
chet roberts ‘82, ‘86
christopher roberts
Melanie roberts ‘06
norman roberts
shannon roberts ‘07
Mary robertson
Virginia robertson
Heather ‘98 and chesley robinette
Jacqueline robinette
Mary and luke robins
Gregory robinson
Harvey robinson
reese robinson
ronald robinson
William robinson
Willie robinson
carolyn and James robnolt
Geoffrey robson
barbara rodela
cathy ‘80 and Dudley rodgers
Dorothy rodgers
Vince rodgers ‘06
alvernon rogers
ellen rogers
Judith rogers
nancy ‘86 and e. boyce rogers

James rollings
Jose romero
billy rone
steve ronnel
cheryl roorda
Gina root
angela rose
richard rosenberg
ross real estate, llc
laurie ann ross
Marsha ross
Zoe rossi
Paul rothstein
Marguerite and Jason rouby
Donna rountree ‘96
spirit Trickey ‘05 and Travis rowan ‘00
nancy roy ‘80
raven royal
Kathryn and William rubenstein
Debra rurup
nancy rusch
chris rush ‘98
Helene rush ‘41
Kathleen rush ‘01
Dominique russell
Meghan russell
shelley russell
susan russell
otta and aaron ruston
blake rutherford
cecily rye
bryan ryscavage ‘07
arthur saalfield
Margaret sack
bennye sadler
Marcia and robert safirstein
andre salamy ‘02
emily salmon
beth sampsel
carol and august samsel
Martin sanady

Jeannette Pollard
Harriett Pool ‘7�, ‘98
Harriet and lynn Pooley
Doris Porter
Jo ann Porter
Kimberly Porter
sherry ‘87 and Jonathan Portis
Julian Post ‘07
billy Powell
Gary Powell
lawrence Powell
betty and William Powell ‘79
Joan Powell-Mccaskill
ellen Powell-Yeary
Jennifer ‘87 and Justin Powers
Zachary Powers
David Prater
Delia Prather
David Price
James Price
John Price
Mary and David Prince
David Prince
fritze Printice 
frances Pritchett
linda and Peter Prutzman
Jenny and Don Pryor
Jawanda Pulliam
William Pumphrey ‘51
alim Qaasim ‘02
lynda and l.c. Qualls
bonnie ‘95 and Philip Quandt
bernard Quell
Tom Quevillon
eddie Quilty ‘81
Katherine and andrew radomski
Kenneth rahim
rebecca and William raines
Jenny rainwater
Patrick ralston ‘96
roy ralston ‘91

stoney rawlins
betty and russell rawn
christopher ray
Madelyn and James ray
Joanne ray
Middleton ray
ruth and Victor ray
Hassan rayaz ‘08
courtney rayford
andrea razer
bob razer ‘86
ruth ready
Dorothy reamey
William reardon
eugenia and chuck reaves ‘76
richard rechtin
red Door Gallery
rama reddy
elise and Wendell redmond ‘85
Debra reece ‘99, ‘0�
Dorothy and billy reed
Joan and bruce reed
John reed
Jennifer and Matthew reed ‘06
William reed
Gregory reese
audrey and byron reeves
elizabeth reha
shirley and Mervin reines
linda and bryan reis
Herbert remidez
Pratt remmel
sharon and John renick
sharon and carroll rentfro ‘79
Dena reynolds
Katherine reynolds
sharron and Dick reynolds
alexandra rezin
brian rezin
Karen baxter-rhoades and James rhoades
Dorothy rhodes ‘87
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Jerry shields ‘70
christopher shipley
scotty shively ‘81, ‘04
Margaret and Todd shiver
roberta shock
charlotte shoptaw
Vern and Mack shotts ‘7�
Jonathan shulan
sara shumaker
Jack simmons
Johnise simmons
Michael simmons
Tyler simpson
K. Jan sims ‘86
sandra and William sinclair
Michael singleton
Patricia and billy sipes
Diane skinner
francis skinner
rita sklar
Zita and larry skoch
Gregory skorupa
sandra slaughter ‘92, ‘01
bonnie slawson
carol and robert slaymaker
lorraine and David slaymaker
Kathleen sleeker
Graham sloan
Kennon slocum
ann smedley
smith family Trust uaD
Pamela adam-smith and alan K. smith
alan l. smith
bruce smith
carlia smith
charles smith
ruby and Douglas smith
Gregory smith
edward smith
Jamie smith
Jimmie smith

Johnny smith
Kim smith
faith and larry smith
libby smith
Maggie smith
Mike smith
Paul smith
robin smith
selia smith ‘08
Margaret and steven smith
fred smithie
Janice smith-Mauras
Jayne and stacey smyre
Jory snell
Tiffany snow
Max snowden
raida snyderman
nag somepalli
south arkansas rehabilitation inc
barbara spalding
alton spann
nita spann ‘86
Paul sparkman
connie sparks
Marsha spears ‘00
annette and stephen spector
samuel spencer
Kathy spinks
Mark spitzer
stella spoon
Van stakemiller
connie staley
amelia stamps
catherine stanger
stanley Wood chevrolet-Pontiac
Kencia and allen stanley
colin stanton
starbucks coffee company
carol stark ‘79
robert stark
Tammy starks ‘04, ‘07

Gay sanders
rebecca and Herman sanders
anna and James sanders
Jean sanders
roger sanders
Willa and Troy sanders
anthony santucci
Jenny sartain
brenda and ronald sasfai
David sasse
barbara satterfield
christie saunders
sally saunders
Mollie savage
stephen sawchuk
Mary and Travis sawrie
Joan and Vincent scarlata
robert schaefer
andrea schafer
Patricia and Mark schafer
roberto schartz
carol and norbert schedler
Gladys scheel
Murray scheel
Jane schenkelberg
Jan and Dennis schick
Mary and William schlientz
Gary schmedemann
lawrence schmidt
Mark schmidt
Michael schmitz
albert schneider
nick schoenemann
susan schoessel
stewart scholl
lynna and David schonert ‘89, ‘92
charity and Gary schroeder
Megan ‘92, ‘99 and robert schroeder ‘90
sarah Garrison and steven schroeder
Vicki and frank schueneman
shirley schuette ‘02

laura schuh ‘08
frances and leo schultz
Helena and Gerry schulze ‘8�
leslie and clyde scott ‘49
coy scott
Joyce scott
David scribner
benny scroggin
Diane scroggins
carolyn scruggs
Michael seamon
Jerrie sears
Kenneth seifert
remzi seker
Heather selby ‘07
susan selig
sandra sell
Jacqueline and Gerald senn
John senner
Derek settles ‘06
Tammy settles
Karen sevier
betty seymour
sushma and Hemendra shah
Daniel shameer
Matthew sharp ‘01, ‘07
Georgianna shaver
Margaret shaw
Desiree sheehan
Dana and c. richard shelton ‘78
Grayson shelton
Margaret shelton
Mary ‘0�, ‘06 and larry shelton
Michael shepherd ‘74
stephanie shepherd
carol and robert sherer
Hildegard and Jerome sherman
Juanita sherman ‘0�, ‘08
susanna shermer
sin Ting sherrill
leslie and Thomas sherrill

*Deceased *Deceased
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annual Donors

nell and steve Teague
Phyllis and George Tebbetts
robert Tellez ‘07
David Tenison
Travis Terrell
clifford Terry ‘92
clinton Terry
James Tesch
charles Thessing
benjamin Thielemier
This and That Hair creations, inc
carolyn and Kimberly Thompson
Damian Thompson
searcy Thompson ‘44
Jane a. Thompson
Jane caroline Thompson
Joyce Thompson
Julie Thompson
Mary Thompson
nina Thompson
brenda Throckmorton
Patsy and Don Thurman
barbara Thurmond ‘66
Jerome Tidmore ‘8�
Tamara and James Tidwell
John Tieperman
Philip Tillman
brenda Tippett
brenda Tirey
Gareth Tobler
Vaentina Todorova
natalie Tolman
armand Tomany ‘02
Tommy Terrific’s Wacky Magic
Jim Touse
Danny Townsend
Tara Trafton
Hanh and cavin Tran
Patsy and William Trantham
rhonda and Drew Travis
Matthew Travis ‘08

fuh Mei and Tyson Travis
Minnie Trickey
William Trigg
John Trosper
Kurt Truax
Julia and John Truemper
David Trulock
bobbie nichols and Jack Tucker
charles Tudor ‘96
lorie Tudor
shu-chi and Thomas Tudor
Mihail Tudoreanu
rachel Tulk
Joyce Turner
lenzo Turner
lonell ‘76, ‘94 and richard Turner ‘75
rikki Turner
carolyn and angelo Turturro
beverly Twedt ‘79
Kara ulrich
M. Joanne umphrey
catherine upchurch
Theresa ‘84, ‘91 and Ted upshaw
us Pizza
bob utley
claudia ‘00 and Thomas utley
sandra Vail
Donald Value
Valy 95 engineering & consulting, inc.
fritzie and Jon Vammen
anna and reuel Vammen
Mary and Keith Van enk
Henryetta Vanaman ‘00
ruth Vanderveen
angela Vanzandt
alexander Varela ‘05
barbara Vaught
Gwendolyn Vault ‘96, ‘97
ernesto Velazquez
candace Veon-nyiri ‘86
billy and billy Verkler

linda stauffer
robert steck ‘8�
carmen steigman
Kay and ray stephens
William stephens
ellen stern
steve Harrelson attorney at law
Jo stevens
Joann stevens
susan and scott stevenson
William steward
Hollis stewart
Katie stilwell and Jim stillwell
John stiritz
Danny stivers
susan and Griffin stockley
amy stockton
elizabeth stodola
clay stone ‘99
Darrell storay
Mary ‘82 and otis storey
Joe storthz
nancy Hodges and Dana stovall
Joyce stovall
chad stover
ruth and everett strange
Jeannette and Karl straub
ann and Keith straughn
Dave straus
libby and J.W. strawn ‘64
rebecca streett ‘9�
Patricia ‘71 and scott stricker ‘06, ‘08
earnestine and Jerome strickland ‘85
sarah stricklin
curtis stringfellow
Peggy and steven strode ‘96
Judy and ed strohm ‘59
lynn strong
anne stroud ‘81
Gracia ‘96 and Ken stroud
alphen and Marilyn stroud

steven struthers ‘07
Dorian stuber
Debra ‘98, ‘00 and John stults
sue’s southern style
Helen and Merritt sugg
samir sulieman ‘07
beverly ‘51 and robert sullenger ‘51
larry sullivan
Jonancy sundberg
cornelia and richard sundermann
robert and robert supak
ben swadley
swaffer fleet leasing, inc.
Daniel swaney
Gloria swartz
Jenny and robert swaty
Michael switlik
Tracy and V. leland sykes
Gary szirony
*lucien Taillac
rajnie Takhar
Jean Taldo
Patricia and Terry Talley
linwood Talsma
Mayumi Tang ‘08
amber and Mark Tanner
Marvelyn Tapp
charles Tarbell
bill Tarkington
Joseph Tarver
barry Tate
Janice and fred Taylor
Joe Taylor
Kristie Taylor ‘02
leslie and Timothy Taylor
Mark Taylor ‘79
Martha Taylor
nancy ‘59, ‘61 and James Taylor
Philis Taylor
suzette Taylor
Jennifer ‘95 and scott Teague

*Deceased *Deceased
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annual Donors

Kelli Westbrook
Verna Westbrook
robert Westerfield
Dorothy and barton Westerlund
Kenna and russell Westerman
susan and neville Weston
Margaret Wetsel
Yvonne and Joseph Whalen
amy Wheeler
rebecca and Joseph Wheeler
stephanie Wheeler ‘05
James Whisonant
Jay White
lakendrix White ‘08
Tyler Whiteside
Dierdre Whitfield
William Whiting ‘07
Diana and David Whitlow
c. Dale Whitman
clementine Whitman
loretta Hull ‘79 and Guy Whitney
William Whitworth
frankie Whyte ‘71
Tobias Wickens
Johnny Wiedower
floreda Wigand
Dianne lux Wigand and rolf Wigand
christy Wilbanks ‘07
Melissa and Phillip Wilcoxson
Mary ‘65 and George Wildgen
suzanne and robert Wiley
Peggy Wilhelm ‘9�, ‘04
Terrie ‘80 and Kenneth Wilkerson ‘79
sylvia ‘98 and J. G. Wilkes
Pratima and scott Wilkins
leah Wilkinson ‘05
anita Willett
alan Williams ‘79
annette Williams
barbara and James Williams
curtis Williams ‘88

Dean Williams
Doris and Greg Williams
eric Williams ‘87
ethelyne Williams ‘54
Herman Williams
Pat carson-Williams and John Williams
Kathi Williams
Kirby Williams
renee and lynn Williams
Milton Williams
Mollie and edward Williams
Patre Williams ‘01
roseMary and J. Dawson Williams
ralph Williams
sally Williams
susanne Williams ‘0�
shirley Williamson
susan Williamson
Jacqueline Willis ‘86
Joellen Willis
Marlon Willis
sara Willis
Vickie and Troy Willis
Joanna ‘88 and robert Willson
abby Wilson ‘07
carol Wilson
su-lauren and christopher Wilson
frederick Wilson
*Jack Wilson
James Wilson
Kathy Wilson
sammye and Mike Wilson
Martha and ned Wilson
nita Wilson ‘07
Phylise and reese Wilson
Toni Wilson
Walter Wilson
ela Winder
Mike Wingfield ‘86
Jimmy Winter
linda ‘07 and Denis Winter

John Verlenden
Diane and ashvin Vibhakar
carolyn Viebrooks
Jon Vinson
sue Vinson
Jennifer Viola
fiona and Philip Visser
Donald Vogel ‘74
Theresa and ray Vogelpohl
Zoe Vogler
Zeynep Vural ‘99
nancy Wade
catherine and roy Wadekamper
Gary Wagner
annette Wahlgreen
Theo Wahlgreen
Diane Wahlquist
Joan and brian Wakelyn
beth and brad Walker
Harvey Walker
Helen and Paul Walker
Jessica Walker
Kenneth Walker
Kent Walker
Minnie Walker
owen Walker
allison Wallace
betty Wallace
clarence Wallace
Joan Wallace
Phillip Wallace ‘88
lois Waller
Pauline Waller
crystal Wallis
colleen Walls
David Walt
Deletta Walton ‘88
Kenneth Walton
Xiaoshen Wang
christy Ward
James Ward

nancy Ward ‘81
Masayuki and ray Ward
steven Ward ‘05
Tasha Henderson and Wes Ward
Marlene and David Ware
Jonathan Warren ‘95, ‘05
John Warrick
Judy lohmar and Michael Warrick
Washington enterprises
Taneshia Washington
elizabeth Wasson
Kelvin Wasson
fumiya Watanabe 
Michael Waters
earl Watson
Mary and Gary Watson
Julie Watson
luther Watson
Mary and albert Watson
Mehrangiz and Terry Watson
Patrick Watson
sallie and Paul Watson
Phillip Watson
Jessica and alex Watts
lynnette and Michael Watts
Megan Weatherford
Dudley Webb
Kim and Daniel Webb
Maurice Webb, Jr.
Ted Webber ‘86
Madeline and ray Weghorst
anne Weir
barbara and stephen Weise
Jan and richard Weiss
Jerry Welch
candace and louis Welcher
carol and steven Weld
alexandrae and Dave Welky
steven Wells
Jo ann and William Wells
carolene Werner

*Deceased *Deceased
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annual Donors corPoraTe MaTcHinG

Jana Wiscaver
ashley Wisdom
Karen Wisdom ‘00, ‘05
linda Wise
Jay Wisener
stacey Witherell ‘95
Michael Woerner
laura and Jeffrey Woford
brooks and Townsend Wolfe
Jan ‘94 and ron Wolfe
betty ‘91 and larry Wood
Jeremiah Wood ‘07
Manda and Philip Wood
nancy Wood
Dianne and John Woodruff
andrea and Jeff Woods
Dennette Woods
Janice Woods
Melissa Woods
shanna Wooten-Jones
Mimi ‘44 and Harry Worley ‘42, ‘64
Jo Wortham ‘87
sherry and George Worthen
Grace and a. J. Wrape
Teresa Wray
Joan and robert Wright
WrM appraisals inc.
Jerry Wyrick
Jinxiang Xi
Haiyan Xie
lisette and Michael Yang ‘95
stephen Yanoviak
John Yarbrough
cang Ye
Donna Yeargan
Melanie Yelder ‘02
Michelle ‘00, ‘02 and David Yonkey
carolyn and John York
Katie Young ‘92, ‘96
catherine and Matthew Young
Yoko Young ‘9�

Dale Zacher
Gretchen and leonard Zell
Jan and Paul Zelnick
Michael Zeno ‘88
bertha and Paul Zoellner
betty and Wesley Zorn ‘00
Veronica and lee Zuege
Peter Zunick

Corporate Matching

�M foundation
a. o. smith foundation
abbott laboratories fund
acxiom corporation
aegon usa charitable foundation
aetna life & casualty foundation
air Transport international
alcoa foundation
allstate foundation
altria Group, inc.
american Tobacco company
amoco foundation
arthur andersen llP foundation
aT&T foundation
bank of america foundation
bellsouth
biogen, inc
bituminous insurance companies
bKD llP
bP employee Matching fund
caterpillar foundation
champion international corp.
chevron Matching Gift Program
cingular Matching Gifts center
conocoPhilips
Dean Witter reynolds
Deloitte & Touche foundation
Deltic Timber corporation
eaton corporation
eli lilly and company foundation
entergy arkansas
entergy corporation
equifax
ernst & Young foundation
exxonMobil foundation
fMc foundation
farmers insurance Group of companies
ford Matching Gift Program
Gannett foundation Matching Gifts

Gap foundation
General electric foundation
Georgia-Pacific foundation
GlaxosmithKline foundation
Hca foundation
Hercules
Hormel foods corp. charitable Trust
ibM corporation
inco united states
industrial risk insurers
inG foundation
insurance services office, inc.
international Paper company foundation
Jefferson-Pilot foundation
Johnson & Johnson family of companies
Kimberly-clark corporation
lexmark international, inc.
lucent Technologies foundation
Marsh & Mclennan company
Mattel children’s foundation
Maytag corporation foundation
McDonald’s corporation
Merrill lynch Matching Gifts
Microsoft corporation
Monsanto fund
Murphy oil corporation
Mutual of new York foundation
nationsbank fund charitable foundation
new england financial
new York life foundation
north american Philips corporation
northrop Grumman litton foundation
northwestern Mutual life foundation
ohio national foundation
Paul revere insurance Group
Penn Mutual life insurance company
Pfizer foundation Matching Gifts Program
Pharmacia & upjohn foundation
Phillips Petroleum company
Prudential foundation
radioshack Matching Gifts Program
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corPoraTe MaTcHinG

regions financial corporation
reynolds Metals company foundation
rJr nabisco foundation
robert Wood Johnson foundation
roche Matching Gifts
sallieMae Matching Gifts Program
san antonio area foundation
sara lee foundation
sc Johnson fund, inc.
shell oil company
snell & Wilmer llP
st. Paul companies, inc. foundation
starbucks Matching Gifts Program
state farm companies foundation
Tandy corporation
Texaco, inc.
Texas instruments foundation
Textron charitable Trust
The new York Times company foundation
The scholarship foundation
Time Warner
Toyota Motor sales Matching company
Transunion
TrW foundation
union Pacific corporation
united Technologies carrier
unitrin, inc.
upjohn company foundation
uPs foundation
us bancorp foundation
W. K. Kellogg foundation
Washington Post
Waste Management, inc.
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